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The natural food of farm livestock, whether kept 
for milk, meat or work is pasture herbage* Xn 
northern climates many animals u m  .wintered indoors 
and even the hardier typés which remain outside reguir^ 
to be fed additional rations to supplement the scanty 
winter herbage. ' This involves buiUng up, or buying, 
a store of forage for winter feed# in. countries 
where spring and summer rainfall encourages good 
of grass the traditional method to meet the forage 
re&ulrement has been to malm hay* The disadvantage 
of this system is that the product has often a very 
low nutritional value and a major policy change in 
farming in the last two decades has been the general 
appreciation of the feeding value, of young leafy grass 
As early as 1886, Wilson drew attention to the 
difference existing in the chemical composition of 
grass at various stages of its growth but these 
interesting Investigations do not ap.pear to have been 
followed at that time, and the recent rapid progress 
in grassland development can be ascribed chiefly to 
Woodman and hi a collaborators at Oiyolrei dr-e,. Btaplcdon 
and Fagan at Abom^ctwyth and Watson unci his co^worker^ 
at Jealotts Hill* These, workers two
aspects of herbage development, the need to know the 
chemical composition and nutritive value of different 
grasses at different stages in their life cycles and' 
the modern methods of grassland management. Including 
the use of artificial fertilisers, which would result
1.
in improved yields of tlie best t%eB of grasses* At 
the eame time traditional graining policies were 
examined and, in some cases, improved.
Along with the newer agricultural knowledge came 
improved methods of keeping the short leafy grass for 
winter feed* Machines capable of drying it, and mor^  
knowledge of the factors involved in making it into 
silage increased the demand for grass of tho right 
guaXity* It was early found that although the 
composition of different types of grasses and forage 
legumes may vary slightly, the over^xddlng factor was 
the stage of growth of the plant# At first sight 
it might appeal* that maximum yield of herbage would 
result for allowing the grass to reach maturity but 
such a view would take no account of the ability of 
grasses, In particular, to respond to frecpient 
cutting by the production of new growth# Moreover 
it has been shown that in mature grass the 
digestibility of the more fibrous material is lower t; 
in younger grass, and this, together with the much 
lower protein value of mature grass, makes its 
nutritional value very poor, The carotene content 
of older grass decreases durli% growth in a similar 
manner to the protein and, whilst this constituent 
is not the criterion by which herbage should be judgeji 
a high carotene content would certainly have a 
useiltl health«pi*omoting; effect. On the other hand, 
haymaking will always play a necessary and important
2.
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part on farms where livestock are kept, and hay should 
be looked upon as the natural complement of the youhgj. 
high protein graaa grown and conserved to replace 
concent rat oa and not, mistakenly, compared with it.
If some ouch system of grassland management was 
followed, probably using nitrogoneous fertilisers 
to increase both yield and (Quality of the sward; 
conserving young grass at the right stage of growth 
and making; hay of the mature herbage, it would be of 
interest and importance to appreciate not only the 
obvious physical difference between grasses intended 
for different purposes but also their chemical 
composition at various stages* In the following 
pages an attempt has been made to carry out the latteÿ 
objective. In the first section a consideration of 
the routine chemical methods which are eomnon to any 
such analytical study has been made.* This is 
followed by a report of the grassland investigation 
proper, planned in the following way*
A nuinber of grasses of the kind used in this 
locality (g.w. Scotland) for hay production were sown 
on land in good heart but to which no fertiliser of 
any kind, either natural or artificial, was 
subsequently applied.
It vms felt that although the results frqasuqh 
herbage would be less than could be obtained by 
better management, yet at the sane time they would be 
not too un**»representative of the grass on many present
4.
day farms* fhese grasses were allowed to grov?
-anohookad by cutting or gracing and the weekly samples 
ware never taken twice from the same area* In this 
manner the chemical composition of the grasses was 
followed from beginning to end of a growing season,, 
the results providing the material reported in the 
second section# They provide a clear indication of 
the loes in feeding value which vmuld reeult from 
nileslng the correct cutting stage either for hay or 
conservation and the l#ortance of a leafy herbage is 
emphasised by analyses of the separated grasses.
Having established a type of baseline from which 
any changes brought about by different grassland 
management could be observed, attention was directed 
to the effect of applying an artificial, nltrogenoous 
fertiliser to two types of psature# These were
allowed to grow only to the physiological stage known 
■ to be econoraiaally worth-while for grass drying, about 
ten inches Mgh, which comprises between very high 
protein grass too short to handle and longer grass of 
too low a nutritive value,
These two very different kinds of grassland policy, 
representing, as it were, minimum. imxlmum 
attention, give an Indication of how careful planning 
could assisttlB farmer to meet M s  axmual forage 
demands, ABSimiing, however, that a certain amount o;^  
the high protein grass would be conserved by dryi%f, 
other problems arise which require investigation if
avoidable loeàéa after the grass has been grown are 
to be miBimijsed* These are dealt with in the final 
section and are concerned with the preparation of the 
grass for the drier, its treatment at fairly hl^i 
temperattu^es and the changes in one constituent, 
carotene, which are likely to occur during storage.
As In many other farming operations, the best poGslblf^ 
results have often to be sacrificed because at other 
GoiiBidex’ations, such as excessive cost, too lilgh 
labour requirements or too great am expenditure of 
time and a good compromise is the bast that can bo 
obtained. Grass drying falls into this category of 
operation and the work here presented gives data from 
which such a compromise could be worked out#
6SUMMARY . QB; RHÎBtJLTB-.
Part I* ABalyticaX .methods.
The moisture, orucle protein ami carotene oontents 
of fx*osh grass were moasurecl directly after cutting.
In Bome cases, a representativa part of these samples 
was dried and the true protein, ash, fibre and ether 
extractive later determined* Other dried grass 
samples were analysed for residual moisture, crude 
protein and carotene# Borne of the methods nori&ally 
used for estimating carotene, crude fibre and true 
protein were subjected to critical consideration 
and comparison#
Part II. The Chemical composition of fresh grasses.
An established growth of timotiiy grass fplileum 
nratense* L*) in its second year was cut at weekly 
intervals :md the chemical changes determined. As 
the season advanced, protein, carotene and etlicr 
extractives decreased, rapidly at first, whilst fibre 
showed a regular increase over the sane period.
A number of first year grasses of the type used 
for hay production were similarly examined and showed 
that considerable differences existed in their rate of 
establisîiment» Timothy developed most quickly, 
meadow fescue (Festuca elatior* 1#) most slowly, with 
perennial ryegrass ( Lqlitm peronne. L.) and cocksfoot 
(Bactylla gXomerata. L.) equal and intermediate* 
Comparison of these four grasses and the second year 
timothy on a growth basis showed little difference in 
crude protein and carotene contents* A hi#ily
significant correlation existed between omde protein 
ana carotene in all froah samplea#
As a result of the analysis of leaf, stem and 
whole plant it was concluded that mechanical separation 
with a view to providing a leaf concentrate type of 
meal from older grass would not be practicable♦
Part III*. The effect of mamirlal. treatment .on grasse
Hitrochalk was applied to a short ley and an 
established pasture in different auoimts and at 
different times in the year# Of the nine treatments 
used; heavy spring dressings produced more material 
and higher protein and carotene contents in the short 
ley than the sai^ e or smaller quantities applied later 
in the year# bass variation was observed between the 
effect of the different manurial treatments in the 
older pasture although the general tendency was for it 
to respond best to heavy, spring dressings in a 
similar manner to the younger ley# The high 
correlation ai ready noted between crude protein and 
carotene was again found#
It has been shown that loss of water from out 
grass by field wilting, Whilst desirable from a 
drying point of view, results in considerable loss of 
carotene from the grass* A maximum wilting period 
of one to two hours, depexidin^  ^on weather conditions, 
Is advocated if a high carotene grass meal is desired,
8.
Hoimal cormnerclal praotloe in producing and bagging 
grass was found to cause only minor loss of carotene 
but major Iobbob occurred in storage due to air 
oxidation* Those losses were increased by storage 
at high temperatures and could only be prevented 
entirely, by removal o.t the atmoox^hcric oxygen prior 
to storage* The beneficial effect of reducing the 
volume of oxygen available is diBoiiBsed*
PART I. ÂMMTXOAL MEWÔBB.
The forage material uaed In the euooeedlng 
sections has ‘been grass, namaXly from first mxi 
second year leys, either in the fresh state soon 
after cutting or as a powder after drying and 
grinding* %n almost all the analytical processes 
the physical state of the grass did not involve any 
change in method other than allowance for the smaller 
weight of dry matter in the fresh smvples* The 
exception to this was in the estimation of carotene, 
where completely different tecîmiques for fresh axicl 
dry grass were employed to obtain the carotene In 
solution prior to isolation and measurement*
The analysis of grass samples has involved 
the determinations of the following quantities;^
1* moisture*
total nitrogen* 
protein nitrogen* 
ether extractives* 
crude fibre.
ash, calcium and phosphorus# 
carotene.
length of the fresh grass material* 
leaf to stem ratio#
8*
4#
5*
6.
7*
8*
9#
Gf these, only the methods for the determination 
of protein nitrogen, crude fibre and carotene require 
any discussion, normal pi^actioe being followed for
10
the others#
It should be stated at this point that all 
detoxwlnatioBs other than moisture are report eel on a 
moisture free basis to facilitate comparison between 
,13amples of varying moisture content# Where dried 
grass was used it was normally- gp?ottncl to pass 60*8 
sieve but where it was used as test material to 
compare analytical methods it was ground to pass 80*a 
slave .to lessen errors arising from lack of 
homogeneity*
1* Moisture.
Bmall samples of g., ground or chopped to a 
fine state, were dhied in dishes in an electric air 
oven for throe hours at 102^0# Wh02% larger quantities,
60^100 g., wore necessary, the samples were laid in 
metal cylinders of suitable sise fitted with gause 
bottoms in the same type of oven for not less than 
seven hours#
Although not primarily designed for the purpose 
of determining moisture contents, but on occasions 
used for this purpose, a vertical forced draugSit 
electric drying oven running at IIQ^O# was found to 
reduce 100*400 g* fx'esh riiatorial to a constant 
weight in 45 minutes* Percentage moisture content 
has been measured as weig^it of moisture lost from 
100 parts of original material, (percentage dry 
matter where used is, of course, 100 minus the 
percentage moisture content)#
2é Tot al nitr0 gen.
Sufficiont sample to contain about 0#4 g. dry 
material xms digested by tîio normal Hjoldedil 
toctoique (81) with copper and Belenlum as catalyst* 
Three hours digestion after removal of all carbonaceous 
matter was sufficient to give constant values for 
nitrogen* On the assumption that pure grass protein 
contains 16';f> nitrogen the factor of 6#2b was used to 
convert total nitrogen to crude protein#
3# ■ Protein nitrom n»
The method for detcrmlMng true protein nitrogen 
by formation of a copper protein compound as 
recommended by the Association of Official Agrloulturajl 
OhemistB (2) has been criticised in recent years as 
being insufficiently specific# In view of this it 
was decided to compare the â*0*Â#0# procedure with 
a tannic acid precipitation method developed by van 
Both (4s).
Briefly, the details of the two methods are as- 
follows*
(a) A # 0. A * 0 * me tho d *
A cuprous hydroxide suspension containing about 
0*5 g* cu (OH)g In 5*10 ml* is prepared by alkaline 
precipitation from copper sulphate solution in water 
containing 5 ml* glycerol per litre* 0*7 g* dried 
grass is boiled in 100 ml* water for 5 mins# mid a 
volume of cuprous hydroxide suspension containing 
0*5 g* Ou(OH)g is added while the liquid is thoroughly 
stirred* When cold, the precipitate is filtered
1*
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washed ami tx*ansferred in the filter paper to a 
KjoMaiil digestion flask, 10 ml# of 40# sodium 
sulphide are added to precipitate all the copper and 
digestion carried out in the normal maimer# Phosphat 
is not pa?esent in the grass in sufficient quantity 
to roQUlre decomposition with aim# The nitrogen 
found; multiplied by 6#85 gives the mount of true 
protein present*
(b) van .Hoth. method*
50 ml* of a tannic acid solution containing 40 g* 
tannin plus l ml* concentrated sulphuric acid per lltr 
are heated for 80 mln* on a boiling ivater bath and 
are then poured on to 0*4 g# dry grass meal, After 
10 min. on the water bath the suspensioii is allowed 
to stand for 1 hour and is then oontrifuged* The 
precipitate is washed with water, stirred and 
centrifuged-BuçoçBsively for a further six times a M  
finally transferred to a Kjoldalil digestion flask#
The nitrogen present is determined in the usual 
manner and# after maltiplxcation by the factor 6,25; 
reported as true pxK>tein* This method is more 
particularly suited to dry material and has been used 
in this way in the later sections of this work#
From the total nitrogen and protein nitrogen 
data a figure for non-protein, or mil no nitrogen; 
is obtained by subtraction*
Table 1 gives the results of experiments compar­
ing both methods; using four different species of youn
0
13.
spring grass* Both methods placed the mon-protein 
nitrogen contents in tho same order but with very 
considerable differences between actual values# The 
figures obtained by the A*0,A#G# method were much 
lower than by the taimln method* During the 
estimation it was noticed that both methods suffered 
from appreciable quantities of grass, particles 
floating OB the surface of the liquors without 
apparently taking part In the extraction# This defect 
occurred to a greater extent in the A.O.A.O* method 
and ainao such particles, still containing non-protein 
nitrogen would be filtered along with the precipitate 
and subsequently estimated as protein nitrogen, this 
figure might therefore be expected to be erroneously 
high# It was found that adding 2 ml# 1(% sodlmi 
ricinoleate to the grass before pouring on the tannic 
aclcip in van Roth's method, wetted the grass and 
prevented particles from floating on the surface# 
Replication was worse in the X#0#A*0# method than in 
that of van Roth, where the maximum deviation from 
the mean was about the same as that in the datermination 
of total nitrogen and may be aaox»ibed largely to 
Blight variations in the finely ground grass sample#
Any Bon-protelB nitrogen constituents determined as 
true protein in the A#0#A#0# method, as suggested by 
van Roth; would also have had the effect of increasing 
the value for this fraction with consequent diminution 
of the non-protein nitrogen#
14.
on this eviclenoe It was deoideti to use the 
method of van Both, v/ith the addition of preliminary 
Wetting; in the estimations of true protein reported 
in Part B of this thesis.
4# Ether extractives
The term "ether extractives" is preferred to 
’'cr'ude fat" since the substances removed from grass 
vLj boiling in ethyl ether will include organic acids, 
sterols -and pigments in addition to true fats*
Dried material was used in all determinations of 
ethtrr extractives because Its smaller bulk made for 
easier handling# Moreover, a large mmunt of fresh 
material could be dried and ground to a small voliïmo 
of powder which, in turn, allowed the preparation of 
a more uniform sample for analysis,
Using a Boxîilet apparatus with ground glass joint^ 
and previously de^fatted thimbles, the dried grass was 
continuously extracted for a minimum of nine hours 
with redistilled etliyl ether* At the end of this 
time the ether v/as completely distilled from the 
receiving flask under reduced pressure and the flask 
dried at 108^0* to a constant weight, removing ether 
fumes from the flask after the first hour and second 
hour with dry air# The increase in weight of the 
flask Was calculated as ether extractives on the 
moisture^free weight of grass meal used*
5, Crude Fibre,
In this work crude fibre has been taken to mean
15
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the plant materleil remaining after the removal of 
orudo protein, ether extract,ivea end soluble 
earhohydrateG from the graes* It will consist 
of a mixture of oelluloseB, llgnlns, euherlBs and 
pectine in proportions varyln^ j^ with the age of the 
plant#
Until recently most published methods of fibre 
determinations Involved oueceeaive acid a M  alkaline 
digestions, entailing considérable handling of small 
samples with all the attendant ohanooe of experimeaital 
error# The method of Whltehouse, narrow a M  Shay (61) 
using a single extraction reagent# represents a 
distinct improvement where a largo number of samples 
require analysis, providing the results are at least 
as accurate as standard methods# To investigate 
this a sample of pure, second year# timothy hay grass, 
taken in July, was dried and ground to a fine meal*
(a) A,0.A,0,. method.
The method given In the 5th Edition of the 
A#0,A*D, (5) was taken as representing the acid-* 
alkaline type of extraction :cmd was carried out as 
follows#
1#B g# dried grass was freed of all fatty 
material by the Soxhlat extraction method given above 
and dried for 0 hours at 108%* 1 g# was weighed
into a 750 ml* flask and boiled for 60 min# with 
800 ml, 1*860 sulphuric acid (w/v), î^ie suspension 
was filtered tlirough asbestos whloli had been previously
17
Table 0,
Estimation of Orud© Fibre*
no
Mean
0 oxmae fibre
A.O,A.O*
86*89
88.89
* 0*08
Wliitehouse, 
Zarrow and
1 88.88 38*80
s 1 88.10 . 1 58.31
3 1 58.10 38*14
4 i S S .B5 37.76
5 1 88.81 1 38.68
6 1 86.19 I 58*10
7 1 88*84 58*78
a I 88.88 38.77
f'l ij .'iji'i i]î*ji ti'i# ■
88*88
58.80 
-  0.09
digested for 8 hours with 50 sodium hydroxide followed 
by liydroGhlorlc acid# washed, dried and Ignited#
The grass and asbestos were washed hack into the flask 
and boiled for a further 50 min. with 000 ml, of 1*250 
sodium hydroxide (w/v)# At the end of this time the 
contents of the flask ware filtered through a Gooch 
crucible, washed; dried for 5 hours at 102%# and 
weighed# Tho crucible was then heated in a muffle at 
about 550%-f to a constant weight* The difference 
between the dry and ignited weights was calculated as 
crude fibre on tho moisturc-freo grass meal#
(b) Method, 01", Whi^ te,house*. Harrow and .8hay,»„
AS be fore ; about 1 g* fat-^freo grass meal was 
extracted; this time with 100 ml# of a solution 
containing 500 ml, glacial acetic acid, 50 ml# nitric 
acid (3#0# I*42); 80 g# trichloroacetic acid and 460 mjl, 
water. The suspension was boiled wider reflux for 40 
min# ; care being taken to prevent bumping in the early 
stages# It was then cooled and filtered through a 
Gooch crucible prepared with aebestos previously 
treated as In {5a) above and washed with water. The 
crucible was dried* heated in the muffle and crude 
fibre reported as before#
Tho results of ootuplleate determinations on the 
Bome sample by the two methods arc shown in Table 2# 
There was obviously little difference between them* 
and since the manipulative time required by tho method 
of WhitehoiiBO et al# was only about half that required
18.
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by the A#O#A*0* method, the fox>mer was m o ü  in the 
present work*
âeh*^
5 g# dried grass meal was ignited in a wide silica 
basin over a bunsen burner until thoroughly charred*
The basin was then transferred to a muffle furnace 
thermo static ally contra lied at 580-600%# At the end 
of an hour the basin was raBovad* cooled and the ash 
moistened with a few drops of water and nitric acid# 
After drying on a sandbath the basin was again heated 
in the muffle for a further hour# At the end of this 
time all carbon had disappeared and no further loss in 
wei^it occurred with more prolonged heating#
? « o.alc.iuni and phosnhorus #
The m h  obtained as in para#6 or from dried grass 
moistened with 5 ml* 200 magnesium chloride and then 
treated as in para# 6, was dissolved in warm 500 
hydrochloric acid and transferrred to a 100 ml* 
volumetric flask# After neutralisation with strong 
ammonia (to metluyl red) the contents of the flask were 
again made slightly acid and. diluted to volume*
Oalci'om was determined on duplicate 80 ml# 
aliquots of this ash solution by the usual method of 
oxalic acid; oxalate and sodium acetate additions#
The oxalate precipitate was allowed to stand overnight 
and was then washed four times with 30 mmonia, being 
centrifuged after each washing* After décomposition 
of the oxalate with sulphuric acid the calcium was 
estimated by titration with 0*05 h potassium
19.
poMianganate ai 50%. and reported as a percentage of 
the moleture-free dry grass*
FhoaphoruB was determlmd by the method of Flske 
and Buhba H&w (17) on the same ash solution# As the 
phosphorus wao determined colorlmetrloally using a 
"Spekkea?" ahsorptlometer, a calibration curve compiled 
from solutions contalnln^i known auounts of phosphorus 
vma first prepared*
A solution containing 60 mg. phosphorus per litre 
was prepared from potassium dihydrogen phosphaté and 
the required voliime pipetted into a 100 ml. flask 
together with 50-00 ml. water. A molybdate solution 
containing 85 g# aiimonlum molyMate and 500 ml* 10 N 
sulphuric acid per litre î/ub prepared» and 10 ml * 
added to the 100 ml. flask followed by 4 ml. of a 
freshly prepared 1*8,4* amino-napthcl-sulphonio acid 
solution containing 2 g, 1*8*4* ami no nap tho Isulpho nlc 
acid» 120 g* sodium bisulphite and 84 g. sodium 
sulphite per litre* After dilution to 100 ml* the 
reagents were allov/ed to stand in the laboratory for 
10 min* and the blue colour then measured in the 
Spekkor absorptiomctor using a red filter with maximum 
absorption at Six points judged to be adequate to
cover the range of phosphorus likely to occur in the 
grass Bamples were obtained and a smooth curve was 
drawn through them and the origin* It was checked 
that a blank determination using all the reagents 
except the phosphorus solution gave a negligible Spekke^ 
reading*
so.
Usually 5 ml# of the ash solution, neutrallsecl to 
phono Ipht halé In with s odium hydroxide and treated with 
the same additions as the standard solutions to produce 
the blue colour were adequate to give a reasonable 
reading on the spekker* From the calibration curve 
the phosphorus in the ash solution and hence in the 
original grass powder could be calculated*
sarotene*
21
Carotene in plant materials forms part of the cell 
ohromopXasts and any method for' the estimation of this 
pigment must first provide a xuoans of extracting it,
Ehen considering fresh plant material all the 
multitudinous methods to be found in the literature 
fall,Into one of two groups» the first,of which utilise^ 
chemical degradation of the tissue, usually with the 
application of heat, and was popular with earlier 
workers whereas the second ‘favotirs some form of 
mechanical disruption of the material* In both 
systems the final aim is to arrive at a solution of 
the separated carotene, usually in light petroleum# 
Advocates of each method claim advantages for their 
own way of working and point to disadvantages in the 
other type of extraction# Very' briefly, the 
proponents of chemical degradation aver that by 
aplcily submitting the plant material to the attack of 
hot reagents any possibility of atmospheric oxidation 
Is mlMmlsed whereas mechanical grinding to break down 
tissue is likely to provide just such opportunities.
S2.
l'îiiB arguîuent is met "b^  tlie opposite viav/ that the 
necessary grinding: is clone under the sur face of 
organic solvents which contain a minimum of dissolved 
air and in which, in tact, a suitable anti oxidant such 
as hydrociuinone can be incorporated* Moreover, by 
avoiding even relatively short periods of heating with 
concentrated alcoholic alkali the chance of forming 
coloured resinous compounds separable only with 
difficulty from the plant plgnents is avoided* This 
latter criticism was, perhaps, more justified before 
chromatographic separation of carotene from chlorophyll 
and zanthophyll replaced the classic methods of 
differential solubilities in two-phase systems 
employed originally by wilstatter & Stoll ,{6'2),
Booth ( 6) has critically reviewed the whole 
problem of ext inaction and estimation of carotene and 
has drawn attention to the chief sources of error 
up to the colorimetric stage» These he considers to 
be:- 1# losses of carotene before extraction begijns, 
destruction during m à  after extraction, 
incomplete extraction, 
manipulative losses,
incomplete removal of othoi'* pigments and 
chromo genesisand Isomérisation,
The first four of these would lead to low results 
whilst the last two would give high results, Bosses c 
carotene before extraction can be minimised by starting? 
the analysis immediately after cutting, avoiding
B»
8»
4#
b.
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tissue damage until the extraction proper begins and 
working In subdued light* During extraction, exposure 
to sunlight can lead to considerable losses by photo- 
Chemical destruction which, according to Pepkowit# (40) 
is catalysed^by chlorophyll* From those two sources 
alone, in extreme cases, as much as 50>â carotene may be 
lost* I'he difficulty with which carotene Is extracted 
by some solvents is, according to this author, not 
sufficiently recognised and contributes to incorrect 
results, Experimental losses are more likely to 
reach high proportions in processes involving a large 
number of laborious manipulations such as occur in the 
phasic separation of carotene from the other pigments 
by solvents. The modern methods employing chromâtograp]{iy 
minimise errors from this source# Similarlly, abandon-j- 
mont of separation by solvents has removed the ei'roneo# 
ly high results given when incomplete separation of, 
for example, non-hydi^olysedmnthophyll eaters occurred 
Some isomérisation of p-carotene seems unavoidable, 
but the formation of pseudo carotenoids during treatmen't 
with alcoholic KOlî can be avoided by employing a method 
using little or no heating*
The experiments described In part # of this work 
were the concluding part of a collaborative investigation 
on the effect of manurial treatment on grassland# in 
which the previous carotene estimations had been 
carried out by one of the methods employing chemical 
saponification, devised by Soshcm & Sen (44)# In
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order to keep the carotene data on a directly comparably 
basis, BO far m  analysis was concerned, this method, 
as modified by Austin & Ghlpton (4) was followed uolng 
rhaslc separation although Its dieadvantagea were 
alearly recognised*
An early stage of Beslian & Ben's method 1b to 
reflux the fresh grass with alcoholic potassium 
iiydroxicle for half an hour, and Austin é Shlpton have 
shown that there Is less chance of rosin formation if 
the grass Is refluxed first with aqueous alkali and 
then triturated on a sintered filter with the alcohol* 
E^relimi^mry trials with a number of grass samples 
showed that there was, in fact, little difference 
'between carotene values obtained by the two methods 
for the aaiïia sample# la view of the sound underlying 
principle of the modification, the Austin & 8 hip ton 
aethoct was used to determine the carotene values reported 
in Part 4&
Before continuing with the estimation of carotene 
in fresh grass, a comparison was undertaken between thi 
method and that developed by Booth to avoid the many 
sources of error which he had listed,
/iethod of Justin and ship ton».
The sar#le of grass was finely chopped in a 
darkened room and about 2 g# quickly weighed into a 
350 ml, conical flask# 10-lb ml* potassium 
hydroxide was added and the contents of the flask 
wrought quickly to the boil and kept boiling for 8-b
84.
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miti* ■ under a reflux condenser* ^ The flask was cooled, 
Blx volumoB of absolute ethyl alcohol added and the 
liquor refluxed for SO min* out of direct daylight*
At the end of thio time the grass residues were 
filtered on a Jena 801 sintered glass filter and stirr 
with successive volumes of alcohol until the filtrate 
was colourless* The filtrate was transferred to a 
separating funnel and the alcohol content adjusted to 
hlght petroleum (B*P* was then used
in a similar manner on the filter until no further 
colour was extracted into the filtrate* The 
petroleum extract was then added to the alcohol in the 
separating funnel and shaken* After separating the 
petroleum layer the alcohol fraction was shaken twice 
with fresh volumea of petroleum which after separation 
were added to the first petroleum fraction# The 
bulked petroleum extracts containing carotene and 
xanthophylls were washed thi*ee times with an equal 
volume; of water to remove alkali, and were then 
shaken with 9ù)b methyl alcohol to remove xanthopliylls* 
The petroleum solution was then dried over anliydrous 
sodium sulphate, made up to a standoa.*d volume and the 
depth of colour determined on the Bpekker absorptiomet 
A calibration curve had previously been prepared by 
measuring the colour of a number of petrol ether 
solutions containing known amounts of pure p-carotene. 
The latter dissolved in arachls oil had been obtained 
from the Medical Research Oounexl,
13d
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Booth*8 method*.
About 0*6 - freshly out grass, chopped to
about 8 mm* lengths was quickly weighed into a small 
glass mortar In a darkened room* An equal v/aight of 
quarts sand was added, 6-8 ml* of a solution of light 
petroleum (B*p* 40-60^0*) and acetone in the ratio of 
three volmaes to two, in which 1 g* hydro qui none had 
heen dissolved per litre, vms r-un in and the grass 
ground for l-B min# The solvent was decanted into 
a shaded separating funnel, half filled with water*
The iUmiel was fitted with an 8 tube at its lower end, 
as shown in Fig* 1* to maintain a constant level*
Two or thee more successive grindings with solvent . 
released all the pigmente from the grass* To remove 
the acetone, the bulked solvent extracts were then 
washed for. approximately one h o w  by water dropping 
through the solvent dayer*. At the end of : this time 
the funnel was rolled to wash down .any solvent, which 
had splashed on to the upper walls and- the water was 
then run off* The petroleum layer at this eta# 
contained ail the grass pigments. in solution* These 
were next separated by adsorption on a column of 
Hopkin & william^ s brand ’h\lumina, activated for 
ohromatographic analysis'' * This adsorbent has 
been used throughout, and it has been found that a 
further heating at 102%* prior to use considerably 
aids pigment separation* %  this way all the 
chlorophyll and xanthophylX can be retained in a
86.
narrow band of 3— mm. at the top of a 4 cm* column 
even after elution of the carotene with light petrolew 
containing (v/v) ot acetone* Aa many m  six 
separate determinations can he made on one column, 
provided that all traces of acetone in the pigment 
solution have been, thoroughly removed in the washing 
process and that the column is cleared of any acetone 
after each previous elution by washing with 20-80 ml* 
light petroleum# The eluted carotene wae made up to 
60 ml* and estimated by means of the Opekker ■ 
■absorptlometer and the calibration curve# At b o  
time In the whole process did direct daylight have 
access either to the plant tieeua or the solution of 
pigments#
The limiting factor in producing good replicates 
by either of these two methods is in sampling the 
original fresh material# A large bulk of grass 
cannot be chopped and adequately sampled at leisure 
without involving carotene losses that would 
considerably outweigh any gain in accuracy of 
replication; oomequently all the inaccuracies 
attendant on the use of email samples are reflected 
in the scatter usually obtained in replicated 
carotene values of fresh grasses# As willb o seen 
later (.Part 3), the effect of taking say, a slightly 
greater proportion of stem in one scmiple than another 
materially affects the resulting carotene value# In 
all determinations duplicate samples were analysed
27
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Table 3* 
Estimation of G are tone.
I carotene (mg*/kg. dry wt * )
8maple \ Austin & Chipton |
1
2
3
4
6
?
8
.9
Booth
46
48
63
86
71
104
114
188
189
176
mIBP
888
833
870
878
360
^an
Mean
47
8 4
109
179
889
866
364
45
46
48
83
81
103
\ty
184
132
180
164
198
808
846
886
387
389
Mean
48
51
188
157
800
851
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and whilst résulta were usually within - 5# occasional
results were more divergent * In such easeo wherever 
possible, :Ue* vAiora no greater change in carotene 
content owing to the lapse of time would be expected, 
further analyses were carried out, but this was not 
always practicable*
In Table 8 the carotene values obtained by 
Austin & 0hlpton*8 and Booth’s methods are given for 
several fresh grasses* in this table and in all 
sections of this work* carotene is expressed aa mg,/leg 
of dry material in order to facilitate comparison 
between amuplca of different moisture content*.
It will be aeon that although at low o one ont rati 
the difference In results obtained by the two 
procedures was not great, Austin & shiptonte method 
gave greater values at the higher concentrations of 
carotene# àsaumihg that manipulative losses were 
similar in both cases, it would appear that with grass 
containing; largo amounts of carotene, and therefore 
probably other pigments, phaalo separation did not 
completely eliminate some of the other piguents.
In addition to the liklihood of more accurate values 
by Booth-B method, the considerably loes manipulative 
work, the greater precautions against chance losses 
and its easy adaptation to multiple determinations all 
pointed to this method aa being the best which was 
Investigated, and in all subsequent work Involving 
the determination of carotene In fresh grass,, this was
30
tlio method used,
Unfortunately Booth’s method la not particularly 
well adapted for the determination of carotene in 
àvtùû grasB, although by aultabla moistening the 
powder the pigments can he extracted after considerably 
grinding# There have been* howevei'* many methods 
proposed for this purpose# As with fresh grass, 
the first problem la to get the carotene into a 
solution whose atrongth c&n be measured* Moot 
published methods involve extraction of the dried gntmà 
witix some solvent or mixture of solvents* with or withe rut 
heating, although some employ much the same conditions 
ot alkali digestion as with fresh grass (le), (19), (4I)
A Committee convened by the British Grass Drier’s 
Association (8) compared three methods which used 
ethyl ether, light petroleum and alcoholic potassium 
hydroxide respectively and concluded that extraction 
with light petroleum 40-60%*) for one hour gave
the best results# Wall & Kelly (58)* used a mixture 
of light petroleum and acetone* similar to that 
employed by Booth for fresh grass* in which the dried 
grass was refluxed for half an hour,, These two 
methods were in the process of being compared when 
Kelson (39) published results of further work by re­
constituted Committee of the Grass Drier’s Association*
A eoînparlBQB of the 194:1 method of the Grass 
Drier’s Association with that of Wall & Idly showed 
that much lower values were obtained by the latter*
Tills was apparently because extraction of the dried 
grass for half an hour was insufficient to liberate all 
the carotene, Tests showed that* even after two and 
a half hours the carotene of grass meals was not 
completely extracted* Apart from the length of time 
taken to extract all the carotene the increased risk of 
isomeratlon of p-oarotene made Wall & Kelly’s method 
unsuitable*
In his report, Kelson drew attention to defects 
in the 1941 method of the Grass Driers’ Association,
This was capable of Including 80# of biologically 
Inactive carotenoid substancaa In the detemilned value 
of 6-oarotene and also of incompletely removing all 
the chlorophyll from the final carotene solution. In 
view of these fallings the committee had carried out 
further work and finally recommended a new method for 
the estimation of carotene in dried grass* This 
method employed light petroleum (BtP# 80-100%l*) for 
pigment extraction followed by adsorption on de-fatted 
bone meal* Carotene was then eluted with light 
petroleum (B,P* 40-60%#) and estimated eolorimotrioallÿ* 
!Vlthougli OB investigation the method was found to be 
generally satisfactory, it appeared that a more easily 
reproduced adsorbent than bone meal was desirable 
and for this purpose activated alumina of the typo 
already mentioned waa used* This necessitated elution 
with a slightly more polar solvent than light petroleum 
alone and a mixture containing 8,6# acetone in light
31.
petroleum (B.P, 80-100%*) m s  employed*
The method ultimately used for the determination
of carotene in dried graee was therefore as follows?
0*5 - 1 g, dried grass meal m s  weighed 
directly into a 200 ml* SjeMahl flask* 60 ml* 
light petroleum (b#P* 80-100%*) were added and 
the flask heated for one hour In a briskly 
boiling water bath* The long neck of the 
Kjeldahl flask acted as an air con0.onser* The 
tXmk was then cooled and the liquid decanted 
on to a 4 X 1 cm* column of activated alumina*.
The flask and residues were twice rinsed wlt% 
email volumes of light petroleum (B*F* 80-100 0*) 
which were added to the column* Suction was 
applied to the alumina eoluran when the first 
liquid was decanted and, without letting the 
column become dry at any time, all the pigment 
solution was drawn through* After changing 
the receiver the carotene was eluted with 0-5# 
acetone in light petroleum* The carotene 
solution was measured on the Spekker absorptlometem 
and the amount of carotene calculated from'the 
calibrat1on curve#
8* Gi^ ass lengths *
In the work described in Part 8 a good estimate 
of the state of growth at different times of the year 
m m  required* For this purpose one hundred planta in 
a well mixed amiple, taken from the bulk of material 
cut for other- analyses, were measured to the nearest 
inch* The results were collected into groupa.;, .each 
group covering a four inch range and tïic number of 
plants falling within each group expressed as a 
percentage, as shown in Table 4*
(a) li.eaf-stem ratio*
The leaves of the hundred plants used In the 
length measurements wore cut where they joined the 
riain stern and weighed* The sterna were also weighed 
■md, after correction for any differences in moisture
32,
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content, the ratio of weight of leaf to unit weight of 
Btem calculated* In view of the considerable 
morphological differences developing during the course 
of the investigation it was decided to make no 
attempt to differentiate between leaf sheath and stem 
proper* The carotene content of leaf sheath is 
always less than that of true leaf but the proportion 
of sheath to leaf by weight is small and thi error 
involved was not great*
34*
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Xb the Xntroduetion it was mentioned that the 
work in this section was undertaken mainly to provide 
data complementary to that obtained from grass plots 
cut at regular intervals during the manunlal trials*
It was felt that a better appreciation of the value of 
fertiliser and of grassland management would be 
forthcoming if comparable analyses were carried out 
OB grass Which had received no fertiliser and had been 
allowed to grow without check by gracing or cutting*
There was also a secondary consideration* For 
some time past the difficulty of drying all the grass 
when it reached the most nutritious, leafy stage 
during the early summer flush period had been very 
appareïit# At such a time as this the grass grower 
has either to leave some grass and later dry it at a 
considerably more mature stage than desirable or to 
utilise it for silage or bay, From such excellent 
work aa that of the Abarystv/yth school under Fagan (13) 
it was obvious that the nutritlomX value of the leaf 
and stem of grasses would vary considerably over the 
normal growing period. Bearing in m l W  those two 
factors, it appeared desirable to consider the 
possibility of separating the leaves and stems of 
grasses which had grown past the stage at which they 
would normally be cut for grass drying* %n this way
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a high protein, high carotene, low fibre meaX could ctlil 
be obtained from relatively mature grace* The 
obvious difficulties InvoXved In producing any form 
of meohanloal separator were sufficient to make the 
provision of data to show whothe r such a separation 
would be economlcolly useful, one of primary importance* 
Hence the studies on non-fert ills eel ? free-^ gçr owing grasses 
were extended to include examination of the chemical 
composit/ioB and amount of both leaf and stem as well 
as of the plant as a whole*
Grasses used*
A atrip of pure acotch timothy sown the previous 
yaar waa used for most of this work. At the same time 
Cour types of haying grass, Ayrshire perennial ryegrasa,
Danish cocksfoot, early fescue and BCotch timothy were 
3own in ohe spring of the year to afford a comparison 
:/ith the socond-year grass* The land on which all 
ûlie experimeîital plots stood was well drained and in 
^ood heart, of pH 5*8 with no defioWcy of minor 
Elements. Hand-weeding was maintained on the first- 
;*ear plots until the grass had provided good cover* 
.■'utting*
All the material examined was cut for the first
sime In the 1947 season and analysed on the same 
lay, as unifomi a sample as possible being taken at 
each out*
The second-year timothy was out onoa each week 
ik'om May to the end of July and thereafter at th%»ee- 
foelcly intervals until the end of September. The
first-year greases were out when they had reached a 
height of about 4 1nohea and thereafter at about 
fortnightly intervals#
The grass was out at 9 a#m* at about one inch 
from the ground* It was covered with brown paper 
and taken to the previously shaded laboratory* 60 - 
100 g* wore dried at onoo to give a value for the 
bulk moisture as already detailed ( p*lo)* From the 
bulk a ample a sm&iller number of representative planta 
was taken and cut as quickly as possible into 2-8 mn# 
lengths* Duplicate smiples of 8 g* of this material 
were v^ elgiied into thick walled glass beakers and 
used Immediately for carotene estimation* Further 
2 g* eamples were then weigglied into ground-glass, 
stoppered weighing bottles for later moisture and 
crude protein determinations# At the s#ie time as 
these weighings were being made, the leaves and stems 
of another representative sample were separated and 
weighed# They were then similarly chopped and ueecl fo)? 
the estimation of carotene, moisture and crude protein 
After the Initial cutting in the field, no plant 
tissue was deu'naged lu any way more than five to ten 
minutes before the start of the oorresxiondlng 
carotene extraction, aucl the last carotene determination, 
of the day was commenced within an hour of tho grass 
being cut in the field* Undci' these eonditio^is it 
was found that the loss of carotene at the end of one
36
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hour was negligible and in this ?;ay carotene losses 
prior to extraction were reduced to a minimum* T 
procedure was carried out with all samples throughout 
the year*
As soon as the carotene, moisture and protein 
determinations were started the lengthsof a 
representative grass aample were measured, followed 
by the clotex^mination of the relative weights of leaf 
and stem*
During the smnmer months there was Insufficient 
time to carry out estimations of ash, fibre, minerals 
etc*, on the fresh grass and it was necessary to 
separate and dry sufficient leaf and stem at each 
cutting to provide 10-20 g# of dry material for 
analysis at a later date* This drying was done 
in a small vertical forced iWau#t oven running at 
110%# The dried material was ground to a powder 
through an 80’e sieve in a ohriety & Dorris laboratory 
model hammer mill and securely bottled*
Weather*
The West of Scotland usually provides excellent 
climatic conditions for the production of grass and, 
after a severe winter which retarded early growth, the 
season under consideration was no exception* Records 
obtained from the neighbouring meteorological station 
at Auohlncruive showed that sufficient rainfall 
throughout May and June coupled with fairly high 
average temperatures provided weather suitable for 
normal growth of grass#
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LEAF- STEM F^TIO IN 2*^ YEAR TiMÛTHŸ.
2*5
STEM
S E P T ÛCTJULYJUNE
The 3?e^ 'alta of the analyaee of the seooW'^yQar 
timothy will be preoonteê flret* , Table 4 shows the 
changes in height of the grass from May to September,
194?; the figures In each also eolimm give the 
percentage of plants in i\ representative sample falling 
within this range of lengths* Tho ratio of leaf to 
stem (by weight) is inclu4o4 to anplify the growth 
ciata^  -
These figures show that from the early part of
the year until about the end of J‘uno growth was
\
regular and continuous* thereafter there was little 
change in height with the exception of small percentage 
at both extremes of length* Plewer heads were visible 
in the stem sheath on Jhmo 2n&. and were out by June 
After this date the heads were analysed separately 
and were not included In the leaf/stem ratio caloulatiojn, 
Seed shedding began about the end of August and v/as 
almost complete by September Srd, Pig* B shows 
graphically the rate of change of the leaiystem ratio 
over this period# The weights of both leaf and stem 
have been reduced to a moisture free basis for 
comparison.# After a slow iïiitlal change the ratio 
dropped sharply during the period of maximum growth, 
when the stem was rapidly elongating, and quite 
#lckly assumed an almost constant value* This type 
of curve will be seen subsequently to have close 
parallels In the rate of change of some of the plant
59.
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Table 6#
.Chemical comeositlorn of the leaf .of second year timothy.
Date
1947
I.- Moisture
1
crude r
Protein 
_ .(&).!.
True
Protein
.
Garotene j 
(mg./kg. 1 
dry ?it..) 1
Ether
Extracts
_ ..iii)._i
Onude
Fib.re
1 Ash
1 (&L_
May Ë)
1 } 76.6 1
1
21,7 18.6
S
343 1
i
3.79 1 19.1
1
1 7.09
L;/. . m
. : : 1 
i'7a.i 1 21.5 !f 17.6 1 480 1 3.91 j' 22,0 1 8.06
Jane 2 i
■' , .'■ > 
78.4 1- - j: 17*2 [ 16*0 1 341 1 4.75 [ 23,8 1 6.5i5
■ ■ 
r
.1./- f 
I-77. 3 1 15.2 Î 1:3.3 [ ! 1 S51 j 4* 4u 1 24,9 1 9.55
16 •fJ73.0 [ 
73.7 1
19.5 1 16*9 } 369 1 4,14 j 26*1 1 8,oi
- " 23
,t
13.7 S 11.4 i \1 259 1 3.55 i' 27*1 1 8.02
' ;/30- '■f:Lm.#6 1 12*-S 1 9.2 1 170 1 3.26 r 26.9 1 8.76
July 7 1 : 66*9 1 11.6 Î 9.2
1 g 
1 208 1 3.08 !' 26.9 1 9.05
-Ll4' 1y.ha.s 1 11.1 1 9.4 1 S05 1 8.24 I 30.6 1 8.96
: ,'L.::21 : '73.0 I
1
10.7 g 9.4
1 É
1 120 i
;
2,95 1 30.2 I 3,901
Aug.. 11 .-53.2 i 8.7 ; 6*6
Î
i G4 i 2.69 j 81.8 S 9.31
B#. 6 i 6.1 1 5.1 1 1 1*24 j' 85.6 j 9.03
/ . 23 fvO. O ;iÿ 0*9 1 5.0 1 14 j . 2.G5 i 35.9 1 9*59
Correlation coef* between
: carotene. a m  prote in, _
0.894j#<8.)
constituents over the same period* These ratios 
record only weights of leaf and give no Indication 
of the pliyaicaX and morphological changes proceeding 
oonenrrently*- As early as 2nd Jane tho primary leaves 
were browning at the tips and by 14th July both primary 
and secondary leaves were entirely brown and shrivalled 
on 3rd September nearly all the leaves were broim and 
three weeks later the whole plants appeared brown and 
dry* Xn Tables 0 to 8 the aooo%#a%lng changes in 
chemical composition are shown* Table 8 deals with 
the grass taken as a whole, excluding only the roots. 
Tables 6f ? and 8 deal with leaf, stem and head 
respectively*
It can be seen from Table 5 that the plants 
started to Increase In dry matter from the end of June 
onwards, reaching a fairly steady, comparatively drled^ 
u:p state by September* The fall In protein and oaroten 
was progressive from the end of May, although with both 
tho decrease was most rapid during the period of 
maximom growth# The close correlation between protein 
and carotene content will be examined in more detail 
later in this seotien (p#4?)*
In Table O similar data for the eeparatod leaves 
show, particularly in the values for protein, the 
sane trend of progressive losses from May to September* 
The carotene contents are rather more irregular, aXthou 
again gradual decrease from the high values of early 
sujjjmer is very apparent. The value obtained on 16th
42,
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June Is ôiîepiciouBly high, but It will be noted that 
it corresponds to an equally high protein content.
This suggests that the sample taken was not truly 
representative rather than that the estimations were 
faulty» Ab the plants bee mac more fibrous the ether 
extractives êe^reaeed while the fibrous material 
increased. It may appear surprising that young loaves 
ahould contain such large amounts of fibrous material 
but the values recorded agree well with the figures 
given by Hostermsn & Hell (27) who found, for the 
leaf of timothy grass, at the "headed" stage 
(oax^r.eaponding to the stage existing on about 16th 
June) 24#6/'^  fibre and at the "mature head" stage 
(c* July 7th) 20.9^7 fibre* The ash figures all appeal*
rather low; no explanation can be offered for this 
unless lack of fertiliser application ovax’ two years 
could be responsible# Even lower figures still have 
been reported by Harold Hvidisteh. (28) whose valuee 
range from 6#b in early June to 6*3 within two months# 
It will be seen from Table ? that all the 
eDBStituentB followed much the same course as the 
oorrespoîidlîig ones in the leaf analyses but, with the 
exception of fibre, at a lower level* After tho 
(Bid of July, moisture content, protein and carotene 
'changed only slightly although fibro showed a slight 
*ise* The comparable fibre figures for timothy stem 
Trom Hosterman & Hall (2?) are "headed" (of. June 16) 
66*8;% and "mature head" (of* July 7) 41*6# crude fibre*
45.
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negative migration of mineral elements from plant 
to soil In the auttimn mentioned by Beleanu (9) may 
accotint for the degrease In ash .content at the end of 
the season,
liKtraotlon of onoh small euiionnto of carotene 
from Gomewhat flbrone tlaaua fa not easy and Inadectnatc 
ropreeentative sampling can result In figuras \ûvleh 
appear to indicate differences that may not give a 
true impression of the grass as a whole* Bearing 
in mind these limitations, the carotene coiltent of the 
stem did not change approciahly from dime to mid July, 
after which it fell to a negligible value,
fhe sudden fall in moisture content of the flower 
heads in September, shown in Table 8 represents 
complete dehiscence of the mature seed, leaving only 
the fibrous glumes * It is interesting to note that 
until this occurred the crude protein content, 
derived mainly from the developing seed, was almost 
the same as that of the leaf over the eequivalent 
period. The Carotene content vms nevei" high el thou# 
slightly greater than that of the stem until seed 
shedding.
In Figs, 0 and 4 a comparison is made of the 
changes In crude protein and carotene occurring in 
the whole plant, the leaf and the stem# The data 
for the flower heads is not included since they would 
never be considered economically as a source of 
either constituent,
4 6 .
ly
F iq 5
Co r r e l a t io n  o f  t h e  P r o t e in  a Ca r o t e n e400
IN FRESH TIMOTHY QRASS
300
Carotene
M / K J
200
100
© o
It will be seen t hat the general shape ot all 
carves is similar and follows the basio pattern 
illustrated in Pig# B of the changes occurring in the 
leaf /stem ratio# This is as might be expected# in 
spring when the plants have a prepondermioe of loaf 
the general level of protein and carotene for the 
whole plasit is high because at such a time the stem 
also contains its highest concentration of the 
constituents * âs the year advances, the leaf/stem 
ratio decreases and even though leaf protein remains 
fairly high until Augdst, it cannot prevent the level 
from the plant as a whole from dropping rapidly#
• Mention has been made already of the close 
correlation between protein and carotene content and 
In Pig# 5 these are plotted as abscissa and ordinate 
respectively for the whole plant# It is aisparent 
that, within the limitations imposed mainly by sampling^ 
the points lie sensibly on a straight line* The 
correlation coefficient is 0#9?4# This result is in 
good agreement with those reported by MacDonald (SS) 
in a recent review of factors affecting grass analysis 
This correlation bctvmcn protein and carotene will be 
referred to again in connection with dried grass# 
Turning to the first year grasses it will be 
noticed that the intervals between amlyses were 
considerably greater than in the second year timothy 
experiments; this was» unfortunately» unavoidable#
^ith the exception perhaps of the fescue grass*
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point-B wore oDttvinecl to give the general 
ehape of the eni>yoB in Figa. 6p 7 m d  8# Theae 
illustrate the ohanges with the season in the ratio of 
loaf to stem, aiid in the contents of protein ancl 
carotene for the whole plants# The &otte# line in 
Figs* ? wniâ 8 shows the comparable data for the 
second year timothy#
Tables 9 to IB give the data for the fonr grasses# 
It is Immdlately apparent from Pigs# 6, 7 mid 8 
that not only was there a marked difference bet wean the 
protein and carotene content of the first and second 
year grasses but also that consideraXbe variations 
existed between the four first year grasses# This 
|SUggost8 that for any comparison of the chemical 
composition of first and second year grasses only the 
same species should be considered, in this instance 
the two timothys# Such a comparison shows that at 
any given time of the year In the period Investigated 
the first year plants contained much more protein and 
carotene than the second year plants# To balance 
this difference there was the much greater bulk of 
material froiri any given area of the second year grass, 
particularly May and Jane* The first year plots wore 
of insufficient si8e to provide any useful data 
concernimg yield of dry matter but from other work (26) 
it would appear that over the whole growing season the 
yields from a,ley In Its first and second year, under 
the same conditions of management ax^ e rouglily in the
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proportion of 5 to 6« To make up fox* tke 'lower 
protein value tlie aeoonû year grass would need to yioi^ 
at least twice as muck as the younger grass. It shoulc 
he realised, however, that when the very high cvarotene 
and protein coBtents a^âst in the first year grasses 
the plants are only 8 to 4 inches in height# Moreover, 
if the two grasses are compared at the same state of 
growth, i.e. compared physiologically rather than 
chronologically as in Fig# 9, where crude protein 
content is plotted against average height and where 
carotene content is indicated hy encircled numerals 
at selected points on the curve, it can he seen that 
the apparent differences are considerably minimised,
From the farmer %  point of view this would he the true 
basis of comparison because grass less than 8 10 inches
in height is uneconomic to handle either for drying or 
silage making and would not stand heavy g’raalaig*
Thus although protein and carotene formation 
follow a course in the second year of growth 8imilo.r 
to that of the newly grown plant, the previous year's 
establislmient allows this development to occur some 
5 ^ ? weeks earlier and at a slightly higher level*
8uoii a gap should be most grateful to the grass drier 
whose aim is to extend the limited period when his 
grass is of first quality over as great a part of the 
year as possible# Moreover, the differences in 
composition between the four types noted here would aid 
such a scheme, in this instance the fescue being a
500
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further elac weelcs hehlM the timothy# with ryograee 
aiiâ cocksfoot lying Intermediately*
Quantitative clifforences similar to those 
already noted in the End year timothy exist in protein 
and carotene content between loaf# stem and whole plant 
in the first year grasses# aa i11nstrated for the first 
year timothy# in Fig* 10* Bee awe of Its later
development the general level of both oonetitaonts 
in the first year grasses ia higher at the end of the 
growing year than in the older, grass# showing that 
the physiological state of the plant rather than the 
season is the governing factor* As would he expected 
the leaf/stem ratio starts much higher In the first 
year grasses imt again follows the shape of the basic 
curve given in Fig* 2$ a steep fall during the period o 
maximum growth followed by a Very slow decrease to an 
approximately constant level*
D O
The familiar seasonal change of grass from its 
springtime leafiness to its fibrous maturity in autumn 
has been followed by the chemical analysis of certain 
of the plant constituents and also by physical analysis 
of the plant parts* Watson (68) has recently suggested 
that three distinct steps can bo associated with the 
season's growth* Those are (a) the early stage| 
plants leafy# little stem and no flowering heads#
(b) the early flowering stage; some flowering heads 
but not in all types of grass# (o) the full flower
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Stage Yfhan all seed la act or sotting# Applying
tlrXB classification to the 1st and Bnd year timothy 
gras866 llirnleWd the results show In Table 16,
It Can be seen that In the early et age the grase 
would be moat suitable for eobserving as a eonoout rate 
either In the form of silage or as dried grass.
The early flowering stage would provide a good hay 
type of grass and on# often better than normally 
produced, whilst grass which has reached the third 
stage would have only poor feeding qualities* From 
the shape of the curves in Pigs* a and Ÿ It is 
aijpurant that the period over which grass grown for its 
high protelDAlD# fibre composition can be obtained is 
very short* indeed, adverse weather# Bxmli as lack 
of rain coupled with a h i #  temperature in the early 
part of the year may cause the grass to "shoot"# 
forming flowering heads ob short atoms with less than 
the normal complement of leaves* aueli grass would 
then fall into the oeoond class much earlier in the 
year than, it ought* The effect of regular cutting 
at the early stage will be dealt with in Section 8* 
Fagan and Milton (14) found that when aacond 
year timothy was cut at the "peatur# stage, about 4" 
high, the leaf-stern ratio was 8*T with 11*1/ protein bul^  
when the oartie grass was out for hay the leaf astern ratio 
had fallen to 1*1 and the protein to B'agan,
Vliiton and Proven (i5) in a classic investigation of 
the effect of applications of sodium nitrate to ryograsd
56.
and clover# separated leaf and stem and found very 
similar seasonal changes foi» these plants as those 
recorded for timothy grass# They investigated also 
the effect of weekly and monthly cutting and as would 
he expected, the short leafy herbage of the weekly 
cuts has considerably higher protein and less fibre 
than that cut monthly* With attention turning later 
to carotene content, other workers have noted the 
decrease in chloropîiyll and carotene with advancing 
ago of the grass# Watson (50) and Maynard (04) have 
shown that young plants are rich in carotene while 
mature ones contain negligible amounts# Stanley (48] 
reports that early cut grass to be twice as potent as 
mature grass and 100 times as much as November cuttings 
with respect to Vitamin A# eimilar conclusions have been 
arrived at by Thomas and Elliott (00)# Vlrtanen (51) 
observed the same trend in oats and barley and suggested 
that the predominating factor in determining both 
carotene and protein was stage of growth*
The data in Table 3 and 4 and. Table 10 shov/ 
clearly that the reason for the high protein and 
carotene at the early stage is the preponderance of 
leaf over stem* At all times of the year the leaves 
contained more protein, more carotene and less fibre 
than the other parts of the plant, hence young leafy 
grass is essential for concentrate production* Even 
grass intended for hay, if allowed to grow past the 
early flowering stage in an endeavour to gain in bulk 
willbo low in protein and carotene and high in fibre*
57.
Fagan (11) Bhoweci that postponing the cutting date by 
seventeen days, from June 8Bnd to July 9th, lowered 
the crude protein of a mixed iwegrass^clover grov/th 
from 10*8 to 6*7/ with an inorease in fibre from 88 to 
32/* Similarly Gramipton and B'orsliaw (7) found that 
the feeding value of meadow grass and brome grass 
changed throughout the year and that spring herbage 
was the best, partly on accoimt of its high protein 
content and partly because of the greater availability 
of the carbohydrate fractions* With first year grasse^ 
a little more latitude may be allowed in the time of 
cutting because the leafy stage persista longer during 
the period of the plants establishment ^ a fact which shbuld 
be useful In planning grassland for conservation*
It has been înentionoû that it was hoped that 
analysis of the data of the separated grasses would 
ans we the question whether it was wcrith whila to 
endeavour to build a machine to perform this operation 
mechanically* Although the grasses on which leaf-stern 
separation was carried out received no fertiliser in 
the year under investigation, they were grown on land ija 
good heart and would not be unduly worse than grass 
grown on many British faiTas* From Part 3 of this 
thesis-, it will be found that heavy fertiliser 
applications can considerably increase the protein 
content of grass but it la imlikely that the general 
trend of protein levels of leaf and the whole plant 
with respect to each other over the season, will be
5 8
markedly different from those of the grasses Investigated. 
To make the separation of leaf from stem economically 
worth v/MXe would require a miiiimim protein difference 
of five percent In favour of the leaves as compared 
v/ith the whole plant# If this aaeumptlon is accepted, 
it can be seen from Figs* 0 and 10 that these condition 
occurred in the second year timothy over the 10 weeks 
period June 17th to August 85th and in the first 
year timothy over the IB week period from July BOth 
to the end of September# But only in the first two 
weeks of these periods would the leaf contain more than 
14/ crude protein which is actually 0/ below the 
minimum to be considered as a proteln^rioh meal of firsjt 
grade. Holmes (Bô) has shown that the application 
of heavy dressings of ultimogenom fertiliser can 
produce grass with crude protein contents as high as 
86-30/ at a height of 0-10 inches and it seems reason­
able to assume that the protein content, if euoh a 
grass was allowed to grow to matmdty, would follow 
a similar downward curve to that of the g russes 
investigated# If that were so, the length of time 
over which the leaf would contain 5/ more crude protein 
than the whole plant- and also contain not less than 
16-18/ crude proteiai would be about 5 weeks# This 
increase in time might be useful wore It not for the 
fact that by proper management., such as provision of 
first and second year lays of different species as • 
suggested above, together with the liberal application 
of nj.trog:enouG dressings, an equal if not better
spreaci'^ ovô'i? of first grade grass for drying could be 
accomplished, and grass which had passed the 
"concentrate" stage could than be utilised for the 
equally riecesaary hay*
The conclusion must be, that on the data presented 
methods of grassland management are possible which 
render unnecessary the difficult separation of ageing 
grass Into leaf and stem fractions*
59
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m m  .. EFËWT . OF m m i Â L  
TREATMENT . OH THE OOMFQQITIOB . OF .GRâBO#
The work described in tMs section formed part of 
the grassland Investigation prograiMio of the Hammli 
Institute met was planned and ooBduoted largely by 
Dr# w# HGlmoB# The author wao oonoexmed' mainly with 
the estimation of carotene in the grasees and also to 
a looser extent with the determination of orade pnoteiij 
The following account deala only with these two grass 
constituents hut to complete the picture, the other 
aspects of the whole experiment, such as dry matter 
yields, mineral constituents etc# are briefly 
recounted in Appendix 1*
The results already discussed in Part B have 
shown that graeaos quickly pass from a nutritionally 
valuable state to one where their best use can be 
nothing; more than m  a bulky supplement in the main­
tenance ration for dairy'cattle* Equally, the 
oompositienal changes of different species were shown 
to occur at varying rates, ûM  in an experiment which 
included manurial treatments' likely to affect the 
growth rates considerably, it was obvious that cutting 
the grass on a fixed chronological basis would be 
useless* It was -decided that the physiological state 
of the herbage should be the deteiminlz^; factor mid all 
cuts were taken when the grace was in the young, leafy 
stage prior to heading which, in the season under
60.
review (1946) uBually occurred at a height of eight 
to eleven inches* This gave a Froduqt of high 
nutritional value of the type most suitable for 
aoneei’vatlon either hy drying or ensiling;*
Two pastures were used, in series B a one year 
ley of Italian ryegrass and broad red clover which 
had been sown out under barley In 1945 and in Series 4, 
a four, year old, long lay in which ryegrass was 
predominant* The Series 4 pasture had bean grasod 
by a dairy herd for the previous thx*ee years*
It had previously been found that plots 1/800 
acre it% area were a suitable siise ae long as three 
replicates for each treatment wore employed* Nine 
mamirial troatments wore investigated, hence each 
series consisted of three blocks of nine plots 
arranged so that each treatment appeared in each block 
and each row*
Manurial.. treatment..*.
Heavy applicatIons of a nitrogenous fertiliser 
were to bo employed and as ammonium sulphate is 
said by Lewie (32) to b€> harmful to crops and soil 
in large emoimts, nitre chalk was used m  the source 
of nitrogen# Lime, basic slag or Buporphoaphate 
and potassium chloride were used in the basic dress Inga 
and when phosphate and potassium were applied during 
the season a compound fertiliser (I#0,l#p,0*P# Ho* 1) 
containing 18/ H, 18/ and 16/ IL^ O was used
61.
hmlc were m  tôliomt
AIX plota; T^ lmo# 1 ton gromâ limeetono %)or aoro*
Beriea 0; Siipêrpîioaptote (16# d ewt* per aer.e
potassium (60# Kg0) f owt* potassium 
ohloriâo per aere# 
series 4s Baaio Slag (10# % % )  ^ owt# per acre»
% e  nine experimental toes singe were**
îCneatment'Ai ' 10 cwtt/aore Bltroolmlîî, 6 ewt# applied
in Mareh# 6 ewt* in May and 6 ewt# in
treatment B,s
l*reatment O î
Treatment D: 
Treatment E;
Treatment Ps
Treatment 0$
Treatment îîs 
Treatment I;
IS owt*/aone nitreeWlk, 6 ewt* applied
In Marohj, and 6 owt* applied in B#*
6 ewt*/aore nitroehalk, 6 ewt#. applied 
in Mareiif
Oontroli no appliaatloa*
2 ev/tf/aore nitmehalk in Marolx and 
after eaoh eat#
1 owt^/aore nitrootell^ in Marcia and 
after each eut*
12 owté/aore nitroehalk# 2 ont» in 
March# 6 cvit# in May and 4 ont# in July 
6 cwtf/acre nltroehalk# B ent* in March 
B ont* in May and B owt+ in 
BO ôwté/acre of a mixture of equal parti* 
of o#o*Bh and nitroelialh, 6# 65 mvt# 
in larch# #*05 owl * in May and 6#66 owt 
in #uly*
69
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Summary of cuttlmt data.
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Troatffîénts and l> provldocl a oomparlaon of the
effect of different emimta of the asaue fertiliser# 
Treatments B and F need the same fertiliser as in 
A#B#0 and I) hut applied as a mmihêr of' light dressings 
The obgoct in Treatment 0 was to maintain production 
of protein in the natural seeding period by applying 
the heaviest dressing in May and can be oomparcd with 
Treatment B which used the s m m  quantity in a' 
different maimer# Treatments o and E were similarly 
comparable* In Treatment I the nitrogen vme 
supplemented by phosphorus and potassium in the 
approximate proportions occurring in grasses and could 
be compared with Treatment A#
_^oplinm.
Four areas of 72 sq*in- in each plot were 
selected by random casts of a rectangular frame 
and the bulked grass used immediately for HiOlsture# 
carotene and protein analysis#
Weather.*.
until mid*»dunc the growing season of 1946 was 
retarded by drought and cold weather# thereafter 
both rainfall and temperature were favourable for 
growth#
Cutting*.
Table 14 swmiariSGS the effect of maimflal 
treatment on the number of times plots subjected to 
the various treatments were cut during the aèaeoB# 
These data are taken from the thesis by holmes (26).
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Table 15.
RKPTRA S. one year 1er» crude protein and carotene contents,
p = crude protein C *  carotene (mg./kg. dry wt.)
Treatment B
JZaL j. X
B a te 11/4
1st
51.5 
30.9
30.6
: 11/4
374 31.8 418
388 88.6 408
371 27.6 408
iy4 
30.3 ' 339 
30.1 377
31.8 377
9/5 17/4
Mean 30.9 t 376 29.8 409 30.7 ' 364
11.8
10.9
11.7
11.3
272
276
869
272
18.7
16.3
81.4
18.8
273 9.1
276 ;.3.1 
869 12.6 
272 11.6
26/4 
208 
235 
243 
228
18/4 lp/4
17.5
17.4
16.7
17.2
352
336
342
343
19.4
19.2
19.1
19^
312
299
395
334
10/4
27.9I 350 
30.9! 419
27.51 355
 i
286 I 375
Date m -
2nd
16.1
16.0
_16s6-
318 16.8 338
329 16.8 358
532 16.9 363
Keanjis,2 526 16.8 353
12.9 ! 285 
15.6 ; 274
16.9 ^ 240 
13.1 266
9/7
Date 7/6 11/6
1 25.1 431 20.6 298 10.6
3rd 1 25.3 424 22.3 311 11.1
j 25.9 447 22.4 336 10.7
Heanj 26.4 454 21.7 315 10.8
11/6
250
288
246
%1 j__
14.4
12.8
11.7
12.9
JL7^ 5
320
263
305
296
9/7
14.4 I 320 
13.6 I 263
13.4 305
12.2
12.0
13^1
12,4
252
245
256
9.8
11.5
 15.6
251 11.6
29/5 29/6 7/5
191 8.9 170
196 9.6 188
216 10.4 815
201 1 9.6 191
8.0 173 17.1 j 195
8.0 172 17.1 1 209
8.6 185 16.4 1 196
8.2 177
19/6
13.5 æ6
13.3
13.0
12.6
12.9
311! 11,6 
&)4i 15.6 
3131 10.8
8/7
299
285
307
5/7
18.4 
18.9
18.4
310 12.6 ; 296 18.6
16.9 i 200
ye.
896
446
436
426
11.2
10.9
14.0
12.0
259
280
524
288
26.6 I 329 
22.4 I 292 
83.1 I 302 
24.0 1 308
Date 4/7 5/7 8/7 2/8 8/7 !83/7 26/7 25/7 4/7
19.6’ 448:15.5 316 12.3 360 19.9, 462 17.3 473 15,3 355 14.5 426 16.9 363 "T7.il 423
4th 17.5 454 17.6 340 12.8 383 19,7 i 434 16.5, 439 16.7 377 17.0 446 17.0 350 16.2 : 463 I
17.9 476 19.0 350 13.7 339 19.6 456 16.3 401 15.8 363 19.0 430 20.0 385 16.7 i 429
Mean 18.3 459j 17.3 335 18.7 361 19.7 467 16.7 437 159 365 16.8 432 17.9 !366 16.7 ' 438 j
_ 1/8 1/8 4/9 29y  j 20/6 20/8 1 2/10
!
. 'T...
— 4-
..i
20.5 466 17.0 449 18.7 472 21.1 444 28.9 423 17.5 405 23.4 480 20.4 428 19.7 473
5th 19,8 454 14.9 388 18.3 485 19.8 401 20.0 456 13.0 342 22.7 435 30.1 420 I 17.1 463 i1
19.4 473 14.5 423 15.2 442 23.9 410 18.4 467 15.0 281 24.3 470 19.4 460 19.4 460 j
Mean 19.9 464 15.5 420 17.4 466 216 418 204 445 15.2 343 23.5 462 20.0 1436 : 18.7 462 f
Date 29/8 j 4/9 4/9 23/8 25/9 ! 16/8 1
23.3 485 17.1 433 21.0 19.6 423 28.1 490 j 20.7 505 I
6th 21.3 469 14.3 386 20.6 17.6 410 21.7| 542 I 23.0 486 1
25.4 527!16.2 418 18.8 20.6 456 22.1 469
-f
; 21.6 465 i
Mean 22.7 494:15.8 412 20.1 19.3 430 21.9| 500 j 21.8 : 486 i
1 Date 2/10. . 17/10 17/10 25/9 29/10 _  V.io_ .
26.7 I 611 21.6 438 21.7 466 25.0 473,24.1 448 ! ! : 23.1 ; 416
7th 11
24.9 I 512 19.6 4471 21.6 542 84.7 511 84.1 467  ^ i 21.1 j 392
27.2 1 540 19.6 408 19.7 470 25.6 539 23.5 442  ^23.6 ■427
1 Mean 26.3 ! 521 20.3 431 21.0 493 25.1 508 23.9 452
1 i 
1
122.6
I
Ul2
Date I 30/10
8th 22.8
25*4
Meant 84.9
456
409
26.4
27.6
27.2
27.0
29/10
468! 
616' 
479 
487
t-
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T a b le  1 6 .
SERIES 4# .. Seosl permaaeiit gasture. Grade protein and earot
P » erode .pretelh/iÿy/Cas carotene (mg./kg. dry wt.)
• ■"'Treatment'./:,'; :o' E P
Gut p . ■ 1 :XI T # ,. -vf- : ip 0 { p 0 { F
-r : _ -•":. ":s -Batej ■‘:,'-/14/b /:1 : r- VssiM/ i 28/5 1 21/51 a
458
p.: ! . ; . T: ; p
30.01-,
■■- ; 1,; ' 4
12,O:j;:801:-| 14*0% 15.& 28# 1( }  ^ : 15.3
1st P42^ 1:1.3^ *41 -556 i\:
<■' '■ 'I. 
16.6 k'036 'i'v 
: P)P: % W
17.41 Ssd 14,li 295 |
1 ( ' i 13.0:.- : ;••; 
S389 20.9 389 1 16#2/2674 12^i | 28&I 289 1 12.3
19.3 532 1 13:#5:j;;j28vi 14.8 { 25l| 14.6} @91 | 14.-2
i ,: ; 20/6 J ,: /l9/6:,-.4 1 20/6: 1
#*4 I-',484, tp r-
1".--S4.51,-499 ■!'■- : . _!} - - S .
14.6 ; 329 * 11.9 i 256 :
i "a 15^1266! 355 i% S s S
20*3
8nd j' '36&Î8 ' 491 : I0#9 ' 300 : 12.7 I 258 ; 13.21248l 15.5^ 310 |
f E 1 ;
21*8
86*9
■ •■■T
U s 4 I' . 35*81 449 15.7 505 ■. 1 ? 1^4^ 525:!. . . j 12^5 {sæol 14d>| 355 | 21.8
|p80^ ;| ;:,65#7.p 479 14#7 511 1 '13,0; 830 :- ■ ■ 'f, Î
15^5 1 2651 15*4 21.4
• f|, '■ " '.] ■'" '
4 -,.---'lS/î ;.„,,,,,i: # 5 p ' p p t :y/t3/S’G-] 2%^ 1 3#/7 I 1
1 4SII' ■ . -« ' '
i: 17.3 I-461 :
-T ' ' :. V 'j.':
'îà#:ëpl05O:.J::''1^3 ' 356 i 16.9 1383 1 13.7 | 498 i 16.1
:;W'/ ITmO::..1 433; 1/. . - :-4i. . jr.
 ^ r;v f I ,
16.7 :551' :.;,-%4,94 #5, i
' • '3 ■ ■ • ■ =
19.6 (440 1 13.3 1 ^  i 16*8
irWp \ m .{:'19:*:91.,496 {.'h " 4''. i :/ 15.7 ‘ 547 17.1 |413 115.3 1 504 | 13*2
Mean i:445-.: 1 18.$, h#r4 .iP
1' ; ■ , (' .'
14g9 :l565'--I'14.5_1.332_ 17.9 Î414 i14.1 {508 1
-, _ ___ J..... .......1.............
13.7
PT'" —
Sate I ' L^^ 8 1.....5/s., 1. 15/10 r 16/10 1 5/9 I 20/9 L
i 25 .4 \ SIS I 16,2! 6041. Î 19.11 4161 16.8| 455 16.0 ! 454 1 19,1i 60S !i i I ! 20*
4th 1 ^ 8 j sèf i 15.S 1 538i 17*21 478 1 I8.2I 462 17.1 j513 i 20.6 1 525 | 19.
j 31* 5
< 1 ! . 1 
;. #40 1 15,3 5441 18.4 I 418 1 18.0^  471 18.0 1 559 i 17.11 477 5 17.
!
I ...Mean. 
-1: :
|,30*a , { , 548 j  15,3 ! 5621,,18^ $ ^ 437 { 17*7.'LY4G3. 17.0 1 508 i18.9 i 502 i 19.
irlDàtê: 3/10: : 15/10 I 1
: -
I ; ■:, S 628 ; i l9^: 1-431,i: # # T
1 i I ! 1
I 22.7 1448 i 1 } 22.
6th
-. :' \ 
! 36.8 p3iSV '1 ' ;2i*s: : Im? :'ï i ^.9 | 465 P i  i 21.
i 36*3
I - - 'i O'" - 't 
676 ! 20.6 1 413 :^ ; p ? p p |
1 ' i i ' 
j 25.3 {499 1 1 ; 21.
-p . ' 
tMeah'-;
IT-: p
S|^.:'i:s0.i:;f4a3 = ; : '. j 21*
I k
.arute. m^ot.ein and .oarotene»^
Table's 16 and 16 pres eat the percentage of crude 
protein and the carotene content of the grass at each 
cutting# Table 15 refers to Series 5 and Table 16 
to Series 4# Bach figure is the mean of three 
separate samples taken from triplicate plots# The 
protein data is taken from the thesis by Holmes (26)*
MSGüaSIOH*
W M M i M I *  III). 11.»
In the foregoing expoPlmente a atacly has heon 
made of the estant to whioh the carotene mid protein 
contents of graas at a highly nutritious stage could 
he increased by varying aiuotsnte of fertiliser applied 
in different ways, Ooraparlsoii v/ith the control 
plots showed the beneficial effect of the fertiliser 
In the Increased number of exits which could bo taken 
over the same period and the increased omouats of 
carotene and protein in the treated grasses. ïhls 
effect, as ml#t bo expected, was leas marked In the 
older established grass which had been grazed for four 
years previously and In which the proportion of early 
growing strains would have dimlnishod, She quicker 
growing young ley was ready for cutting a month before 
the pasture plots and this must bo attributed mainly 
to growth habits rather than response to applied 
nitrogen. Although the plots In both fields received 
for any given treatment, the same weight of nltrochalk 
per acre it la likely that the density of the planta
67.
Xn the eomlderably The
8011 b@8rl#0 the e^egraaa &#& olovor whl&h ha& been 
x m â ^ m m m  with oats in the ^Fevlom year would oontalik 
many loss roota than that of the eatabliahed graea 
paatwe and# being unenoumbored with a thick awand 
would allow quieker penetration of the fertiliser 
and would provide a greater Ooneentration of available 
fertiliser per plant# In addition# the first year 
ley would atill oontaln the early growing strains*
The effect of increasing the first fertiliser 
dressing# from 1 to 6 owt#/aere was to decrease the 
time interval between application and catting from 
37 to B0 days in Series 3 and from #B to 65 days in 
Series 4# Earlier catting following application of 
25*8 and 69#0 lbs*/aore of and 46*4 lbs*/
acre respectively was also found by
Blactaan (5) althoagh not to quite the same degree#
(a) 6rude , . protein#.
Although the physiological state of the grass 
was sensibly the same at each cut# the crude protein 
content of all plots varied considerably from one 
cut to another* In Series B# in all except the 
control plot and Treatment W (1 cwt* nltrochalk after 
each cut) the protein content was highest in the 
spring- and autumn# Treatment A (18 c#t#/acre 
nitrechalk in throe equal dressings) resulted in the 
highest average protein content# and a small number 
of heavy spring dressings resulted la a greater
6 8
protein content than tlm same weight applied more 
regularly but in smaller* quantities over a longer 
period# Addition of potassium and phosphorite gave 
a very similar protein content throughout the season 
to the same nitrogen treatment without potassium ami 
phosphorus and did little to prevent the midseason 
drop referred to by MeEairu& Fowler (38)* Archibald 
(1) and Watson (60) who used lighter dresolmgs both 
found a similar trend in the summer months.*
Ill Series é the pro&eia coat ants of the semi-" 
permanent pasture followed very much the same pattern 
as in the temporary ley although at a aligiitly .lovm* 
level and again# the highest values were recorded 
in spring and autumn*
(^)
From Tables ill and 16 it a an be aeon that in 
both aeries the carotene content followed closely 
the general trend of the protein content* It was 
not# on the whole# sub gee t to & m h  wide fluctuations 
as the protein oontaat and some of the carotene 
values may appear rather high# It should be remembered 
that during this part of the work the analytical 
method employed in the separation of carotene from 
the freah grass was one known to give erroneoualy 
high results# This matter was fully discussed in 
Part I*
The offset of inoreasod amounts of nitrogenous
6 9 .
F is II
CORRELATION B e t w e e n  P rotein & Ca r o t e n e
OF Qrass in  Ser ies  5
500
oo
400
e o
100
FiQ 12
Co r r é l a t io n  b e t w e e n  P r o t e in  & CAROTENE 
OF QRASS IN  SERIES 4 - ®
900
4 0 0
200
100
20
fâytiîiaei? A to I3) resttilteû in t w  highést
eajTOtene oontent JLïx tho gi'ass j>eoeivlng most fertilise 
iffltli the eoiitroi plot oontalsiiîig leeot, Jîlreet 
proportionality between fertiliser applied and protein 
arid, esrotene eontent is not to be expected and In 
treatments a to e a ratio of fertiliser gnantities 
of gsSsl la reflected in cerotene ratios of 2*4sl*4sl 
above the level of the aontrol.
The seasonal variation in both carotene and. 
protein content regniroe soma elnoidatioa in view of 
the attempt made to ont all plots at the osmo 
physiological stage tbronghout the year# The 
explanation appears to be that dnri% the my<-Aaeast 
period it was aiffionlt to obtain a reasonable yield 
if the young leafy stage of cutting was strictly 
adhered to* This was most likely because during the 
sumnior months f graasj which has been cut at regular 
intervale each time before flowering, inaiies vigorous 
efforts to put up a flowering stem, and In consequence 
the ratio of leaf to stem of a plant 8»10 inches 
high in August is lees than that at & plant of the 
same height in Way 01» October* direct measurements 
of leaf/stem ratios were made in this part of the 
work but direct observation confirms this hypothesis. 
The increase In the proportion of stem, leads to a 
fall la both protein and carotene during the mid­
summer moaths#
In Figs* 11 and 18 the values for crude protein
70.
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plottoâ agalmt those for oerotene for all the 
cute and treatment a of Series 3 and 4# Again# 
as in the provloim timothy osEpariments, the two 
eonstitmente oan he seen to he olosely Inter^related» 
Table TT gives the correlation ooeffiolento and 
shows that ont of the eighteen correlations arislïig 
from the nine treatments in the two aeries# ten were 
highly significant# three significant and five not 
significant#
Imlnded in Table IT are the ratios of carotene 
to protein (obtained by dividing mgu/kg-* carotene 
by % ortida protein) at the beginning and end of the 
growing season* In all except three of the treatments 
more carotene was associated with a given percentage 
of protein in the antmrn than in the more rapidly 
growing spring grass* Moon (38) has reported 
similar resultb» This may be because even in this 
vary leafy material the mtural habit of producing 
a flower stem in the spring grass results in 
slightly stemmier material than lata in the year 
when the shortening days preclude any liklihood 
of flowering#
In Series 4# carotene values were generally 
higher from the established sward than in the 
ryegrass temporary ley* particularly In spring and 
autumn#
In conclusion^ it would appear that m&nuri&l
7 2 ,
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treatments llholy to increase the yield of crude 
protein will, in general, increase the carotene 
content and that the ratio ot carotene to protein 
is likely to he greater in antmmal growth* The 
greatest yield of both protein and carotene is to 
be e xpocted from a small number of heavy spring 
dressings.
m m  .âj
The work in this section la ooBoeraed ohlefly 
with thé emrotame of grass anâ m Btitdy of its loea 
during the three preee&&e8 of preparation of the graee 
for drying, the drying prooeGa itself &#& the etorage 
of the dried grass, with a view to reducing such 
losses to a mimlmum# Ab pro*#vltamln A, g^e&roteme Is 
of Gonslder&bie value to animal health mià m  such 
is an important 0011stituent of grasst It is, imfortunajbe* 
ly partioul&rly susceptible to destruction as was 
mentioned when discussing methods of analysis of this 
pigment* In freshly out grass the carotene le 
Immediately liable to oxidation,, photoohemleal 
breakdown ami ensyme action# to give products Incapable 
of subseguent formation into material possessing 
vitamin efficiency*
(a) o.ayotcm. losses.prior...to, .dpvi%*.
In commercial grass drying any reduction In 
moisture content that can be produced in the fresh 
grass before drying is most desirable# «Assuming a 
moisture content of ao# it is evident that in every 
IS tons of fresh grass there will be four tons of 
water, whereas If the moisture oontent had been 
previously reduced to 07^ the grass drier would need to 
evaporate only half that ciuantlty, Such a reduction 
om be achieved by wilting the out grass in the field 
for a period of some hours, the duration of which will 
depend on the weather oondltlone* the gain In ease of
74.
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drying will be obtained at the expense of the carotene 
content of the grass, and the followiîig experliaents 
were made to Investigate the extent of such losses,
During a period ot tine, warm weather in late May,: 
grass ot 10~i& inches length from a temporary ryegrass** 
cocksfoot ley was cut and allowed to wilt for four 
days. It was turned by hand forking every two hours dijiring 
the first day end thereafter every three hours during 
the daylight period of sueoesslve days# A sample 
Y/as taken iimodiately after cutting and prior to each 
turning* This was made as representative as possible 
by taking small quantities from points distributed 
equally over the out area, l7rom the bulk aainple 
a smaller number of plants representative of the 
whole were taken for determination of carotene and 
crude, protein contents# The remainder of the largo 
sample was dried in a vertical oven at 110%# to a 
Gomtant v/elg&t to provide data from which to calculate 
the moisture content* The air tamperature at gro.iuid 
level was recorded on a thermograph and the nimiber of 
hours of direct sunshine to which the wilted grass was 
exposed noted by direct observation# Relative 
himldity was measured by means of a sling Iiygrometer 
twice daily at 1000 and 1700 hours B#8#T# Rainfall 
figures wore obtained from the meteorological station 
at Aiich,:lncruive, 800 yards to the south of the 
experimental plots * The results are given in Table 
18 ami in Fig# 10 the caret one content is plotted
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agalmt the length oT time top which the gî^ aae waa 
isfiited#
Wha farmer is often faoad with m. adverse ohenge 
of weather B m n  after oatting graea» either 'for grass 
drying or# perhape more often for hagmaking# and fable 
19 records, data similar to that in Table IB hat wMer 
worse olimatio oonditiens*
$oon after the start of this repeat experiment 
the weather worsened and there was complete failure 
to wilt the grass to a low moisture content* Hever« 
theleas the data shows, that even under such conditions 
carotene is rapidly lost, at the end of the first day 
the original content had decreased by nearly
Prom these results it is obvions that any lose of 
moisture and oonsaciuent gain to the economy of grass 
drying is oMaiped at çonsiderahlo expense in loss of 
carotene* If the dried grass is to he used for 
cattle feed such a loss probably matters little since 
the chief value of the dried grass is Its high protein 
content* But-when the needs of pigs and poultry are 
considered their source of carotene are more limited 
and ae high a content of carotene as possible is 
required in the dried grass* After taking Into account 
possible carotene losses in dried grass from other 
causes it would appear that the loss in wilting should 
not exceed ten per cent of the original fresh value* 
Prom the curve correlating loss of carotene with 
evaporation of water for the first day It appears that
7 8
this amount of carotene acoompaMea the removal 
of 10"*ldi'b water from the freshly cut grass. This 
means that the permissible time of wiltijig will vai*y 
with the weather conditions and in sunny, warm weather 
8 hours is perhaps the most that can he allowed if a 
high carotene grass meal is desired* In this length 
of time the moisture content may he expected to fall 
to about YGyL
(h) Qaro.tene losses duriing ^ dryiw,,
There are many different eonmieroial grass driers 
in use, employing a variety of systems of operation, 
hut one type responsible for much of the grass dried 
in h3?;ltain consists of blowing hot air through a bed 
of grass travelling forward on a ni.etal belt* Messrs* 
Petrie and McHaught have specialised in this system 
and a maohine maanifacturod by this firm has been in 
use for a,number of years at the Hannedi institute*
The fresh, or ‘wilted grass, is fed by hand on to a 
preliminary conveyor belt from which it is discharged, 
on to an endless steel belt, 6î1 foot in width* The 
steel belt carried the grass through a drying gone 
heated by -gases fx'om a eoal^firod furnacej the 
temperature around the grass is kept at about S40^F*
(170% *) by admixtures of atmospheric air* Although t 
speed of the bolt is ad;|ustable and considerable 
variations In temperature can be obtained it was felt 
that a closer control of such factors was desirable to 
investigate their effect on the carotene content of the 
dried grass* To this end a small laboratory drier 
was constructed capable of dealing with about SQO g.
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freaii grass at otis time at different drylBg tsihperaturep# 
The fpmli grass was weighed into wlre^^mesh baskets and 
kept in the oven until a eonatant vmi#xt was raaehod# 
However# it was desirable that may résulta should he 
capable of interprétation in temm of the Petrl.e^Meiaitg^t 
machine# and hofore proceeding with the investlgatiom 
a eomparlsom of the of feet on the carotene content of 
the grasB during drying, in the eoMereial and laboratory 
machines was made*
(1) ‘ GcroarlB0n^,of..00r!ii^ralal,nnâ -.laboratory .grass
driégé#'
A large eample of grass was taken from the load 
being fed to the P8trie##%ught maoMna during a noma! 
drying min and* after thoroa# mixing* divided into 
three parts* one part the moisture * crude protein
and carotene con###0*were Immediately determined*
A second portion 4ms'‘adequately marked for identifioatièn 
after drying and placed In the tmal manner on the feed 
end of the Fetrl*-Mc%ught drier* The third portion 
was dried In the laboratory machine under conditions 
of temperature and time of drying which had earlier 
been found to be efficient mil reasonable# The dry 
grass from both machines was ground to a fine powder 
in a Ghrlsty and Harris hammer mill and analysed 
for moisturep carotene and protein contents* Samples 
were placed on the Petrie#Me!Hau#,t drier at three 
positions across the width of the bad to give as 
representative results m  possible# The experiment was 
carried out on two daya when grasses of widely differen 
carotene content ware being dried* Table SO records
the results I m  usual, the figures for ehemlcal 
determination^ are the mean of duplicates#
From approximate calculations# the volume of 
drying air passing through each pound of fresh grass 
in the Petrle^McIauiM machine was about 00^50 cu#ft*/ 
min* and in the laboratory drier about 80«9G ctuft»/ 
rain# These figures should be taken more as an 
indication of relative volumes rather than accurate 
data for each machine#
Oonsidering the ever present difficulty of 
adequate sampling# the figures in Table 80 are 
reasonably consistent and indicate that drying by the 
Petrie-^McHaugîit machine caused an average loss of about 
0?^  oàrotonè compared with the fresh grass and that in 
the laboratory drier the lose was about 90# The 
original level of carotene in the fresh grass did not 
appear to affect this relationship* By the methods 
used the acouraoy of carotene analyses is usually 
taken in this laboratory as t 40 (mainly duo to aamplin 
error), homo the difference in carotene loss on the 
two driers would not appear to be significant# It 
seamed justifiable# therefore, to use the more easily 
controlled laboratory drier in further expei^iments 
ooBoaming the effect of cirying conditions on carotene 
content *
(11) The effect of .tlmo. and, .temperature .of grass 
1 kg* of young, first«year ryegrass high)
8 2 .
8 3 .
fable 21.
Bffect of time and temperature of drying on earoteiie content.»
Temperature f Imé of 
&« jdpylng (I
iU
% e s h B3^ . 1
Oarotene loss by
.............. -.. . .
84?
541
m e 1
5
6 
13
m o
Ofl-I
1 m
'tG&ÜJL
sso 36
51S 3
»?
z m 1 20
212 #  ,
190 32
357 3
332 10
338 i 11 ,
as© j 26
258 1 a#
202 1
433
355 1 5
308 18
*&(&
306 I 46
1?6
1
55
188 16
143 56
m 58
M l 100
B il 100
104
130
155
160
166
3
4
G
1
1
3
4 
6
%5f
1
If
2 
4
6
:ï
1
2
4
6
r
2
4
6
558
54?
518
SIS
535
535
535
566
366
3?0
333
335
306
335
vas o%t, thoroughly ml%e& an& aiviaeü lato f o w  
twrtloaa, o&@ portïoa waa noea immediately for 
oarotone and protola anaXysle and the other three 
Tor drying undo# one &et of oondltloaG, Far the neat 
wet of drying conditions & new eamplo of gr&as from the 
wame field w&8 eat and need almilarly, %n this way 
no aam&le of freah ##&&& waa oat more than ahoot half 
an hoar at the mo&t before it was dried, daring which 
’jlna it waa kept lathe dark at a low temparatwe#
%he fresh graaa was dried in batches of 190 g* end at 
the GBd of the drying period waa groond in the ohrlety 
and Norria hammer mill, oolleeted in & brown bottle 
and analysed for o&rotene within Tempar&taz
cif 160 to 16#%* v/er# need, with drying times ranging 
2h*om BO min# to 6 hoars# Ho attwpt wae made to vary 
the drying air volome, which wae between ao#100 oa*ft#/ 
Tiiin*/! lb* of fresh grass*. % e  rosalta are shown 
In Table 01# The carotene value at each temperature 
was plotted againat time of drying, and from these 
carves data was obtained for the construction of Fig. 14 
Ehowing the loss of carotene In a flaced time of drying 
at temperatures between 100 and 1TO%* (Blé and 04O%h)* 
The smooth carves in Fig. 14 show, as might be 
expected, that lengthening the time of drying causes a 
considerable decrease in carotene content in the dried 
grass* It was previously known that at a dryi#S 
temperature of time re&aired to dry grass
cf 76*880 moisture content was 88*46 minutes.
8 4 .
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FiQ 14.
EFFE.CT OF Time « Të m p e r a t u r e  o f  
pRYiNQ ON Caro tene . Co n t e n t  o f
_ 4 HRS100
Hr
140 160 70120 150110
oonaegwently at h&gbe# it c m  he asBumeâ
that àftsr som# paeioa of leso than the
graoa was no longer losing moiotnre but was in fact 
boing aübjeotea to dry Mat# It Is probable that
v/Mla grass is losing moisture the tomporaturo of the 
gi^ ass la somlbly Issa than that of the drying air but 
thereafter It will .q^ xichly assume that temperature# 
and aîiy heat sensitive constituents suoh as oaroteiie 
v^ lll suffer* I'his possibly explains the apparent 
insemltiveness of carotene when the grass was 
subjected to temperatures up to for 30 minutes*
Beyond that temperature, m e n  for such a relatively 
Dhox^ t time, the loss was over 80)# of the original 
carotene content of the grass * aimilar effects were 
noticeable as the drying' time was Increased, the loss 
of carotene Increasing rapidly under conditions whore 
the moisture in the grass’ tas quickly evaporated* High 
carotene losses appeared to be parallelled by high 
chlorophyll losses although the latter were not 
measured, the grass becoming brown in colour* it is 
;)f Interest to note that at the normal drying temperatu3{'e 
ot the petri^MoH&ught machine, 040^?* (170^0*) tfte time 
of 16 minutes during which the grass is subjected to 
%his temper-atui^e would appear to bo about the maxlrnwa 
for safe drying* This is substantiated by the case wiljh 
mtQlx brown grass is produced if the temperature or 
exceed of the belt are wrongly adjusted*
85*
It should ho emphasised that the given In
Tables SO and si were obtained startâîig with fraali 
grass of 80*^88# moisture oontemt* Atw pra^drylBg# 
either in the field or W  the design of the drying 
machine would retueo the time required- to oauee 
aarotene Isbsob* Under good a o n #  t Ions of drier- 
management It may be eapeeted therefore that a 
Oaroteme loas of tpmn 6 to 16# of the mmumt present 
In the fresh grass will oççur.
A commercial disadvantage a# dried grace &e the 
lose of oarot&ne during storage# This la brought 
about by atmoepherio oxidation and @&n be ooBclderahly 
influenced also by heat and light; the following 
experime&te were designed to investigate these factore#
(1) The, of foot of .aumllght .on dried graBs*
In this ooua&#yf after drying, much dried gra&s 
is ground to a fine powder and stored in th#ee*ply 
brown paper bags# a smaller is baled and stored
without further protection from Two short
experiments were emrried out to discover the possible 
extent of carotene ioss under hath these conditions#
In the first, dried grass*Mmoal in 0»S g* Iota 
was spread in a thin layer between two eiroular glass 
plates, 6*5 cm* diameter# and covered with one, two 
and three thie&neaaes of the eome brown paper as used 
eemmereially* The plates were pressed tightly 
together to exclude m  mmii air m  possible and
86.
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Table 22.
The pi^otoqtivQ Pqwer of brovm paner In direct sunlimt,
nouï*G
exposed 1 ply :
^..content i 
8 piy 1
>SRî/J?S.,,Ôi
3 piy ! Control
0 542 34S 1 342 1
1
348
18 536
i
24 503
[ j
558
55 266 529 1
1
! 538
185 835 847 1 898 1 304
202 827 207 i
[
1
867 i 268
FlQ (5
E f f &c t  of S u n u q h t  o n  t h e  C / ^ o t e n e ’ Co n t e n t  o f  
O r ie o  Qr a s s  Co v e r e d  b y  B r o w k  Pa p e r
3PLY % CONTROL 
160m 200120loa
60
80 120 160 
H o u r s o f S u n u q h t
200
bomi# together at the eclg©.,. with piaetleohe to e:^ciudo 
moisture ahd air», were them pladéd outside
m% an open site and exppsed to direct sunlight 
for varying periods of time* It mis realised that 
whatever the elfcGt of the sitnllglat.^  in the m m .  
weather prevailing there would he a certain amount of 
oxidative change of carotene from the air necessarily 
l^raaent hetwecn the glaoe platée* Ab a measure of 
this, control plates covered with several thiclmesBee 
of blach photographic wrapping paper was exposed 
at the same time* ^ahle BB gives the raeulto of the 
ocpox'iment *
' In fig* is  the loop o f carotene has been 
plotted m  a percent age of the amount remaining in 
the control sàiîiple* It will 'bo seen that only the 
three tMeteeesee of brown paper afforded complete 
protection agmlnat the photochemical breakdown of 
carotene* It may be said that the use of a glase 
cover plat© over the paper excluded com© part of the 
solar spectrum w Mch might have produced further 
carotene loss and this cannot yet be refuted# %t has 
been noticed-however^ that the dried grass in 
trano-pai^ ent glass bottles which have been exposed to 
sunlight through a glass window is ouiokly bleached
of all pigmentation so that the retBntioxi of carotene 
by the samples vim undoubtedly duo chiefly to the
exceptional August 1 9 #  weather provided adofpmto 
sunshine•
88.
89,
The penetration of dried grass by sunXlftlit.
Time in 
sunshine 
(hours)
Carotene (mg./icg., dry wt. )
Top End S M
hayer
4th 5th 6th 1 Control
11 301 312 : 817 331 331 354 1 340
23 272 276 316 316 319 328 808
53 183 233 284 311 324 320 819
125 164 246 275 304 j322 326 381 .
90.
paper covers* Heuga Aitkaxiliahd (24) a M  CuiXbort (20) 
have eaoh oomXuded that ultraviolet light plays little 
part in the destruction of carotene# In the second 
of these two experiments on the effect of ligiit, the 
degree of penetration of eunlight throu# dried grass 
was investigated by preparing nests of seven circular 
glass plates# such as used previously# A thin layer 
of dried grass meal sufficient just to cover the area 
completely was placed between each %)alr of plates*
The seven plates were pressed tightly together# bound 
round the edges with plasticene and exposed to smili^it 
as before# oontrol plates similarly treated and wra%)iled 
in opaque black p a p w  were exposed at the s m m  time#- 
At intervals 'a nest of plates was removed and the 
carotene content of the dried- grass in each layer 
determined# The results are given In Table 23#
Each layer was approximately #*3 mit thiCk so that 
after 125 hours of direct summer sunshine the carotene 
content of grass only to a depth of apx>roximately 
one milli«ieter had been affected and that oâily to an 
extent of 6fS#
From those two experiments it would appear tisat 
brown paper bags of triple thickness will adecpjately 
prevent carotene losses due to light and timt where 
dried grass is baled without grinding# a thin surface 
layer is likely to lose considerable carotene but the 
major bulk of the mmterial should suffer little 
damage from this source#
91.
Table 24» 
Tnltlal data of baled
Bale No#
{%) moisture
(%,) orude 
protein
15 17 j 18 ! 21 I 28
min lu ii«
8 * 6  I  9 * 6  1  8 * 0  I  1 0 # 6  g 8 * 3
1 0 * 8  1  1 0 * 9  I  1 0 * 5  :  1 0 * 0  I  8 * 6
carotene
(mg*/kg. . ,
dry wt.) I 111 i 128 jll^ 188 95
9 8 .
An opportunity to follow carotene changes In 
baled dried grass occurred during the course of t M s  
work,, hut unfoi*tunately not under conditions which 
would allow the additional effect of exposure to llglit 
to he isolated from oxidative losses* The grass 
had been wilted in the field for # hours x>rlor to 
drying on a Petric**BcBau0it band drier# It was 
stacked# left in the open cvwni#t and baled the 
next day; treatment which had caused an appreciable 
and non.'^unlform rise in the moisture content#' The 
bales, measuring z % li* weighed approximately 
100^110 lb* and varied in density from a tl0%ly packed 
mass along the *%ottom" to loosely held grass along 
each side* To allow# to some extent# for non^ 
uniformity of material# each bale was immediately 
sampled at'10«15 points over its surface (using a wide 
cork borer) # the 8a#les bulked# ground and 
doteiminatione of moisture# carotene and crude protein 
made# The corresponding data for the stored bales 
were then compared with these figures rather than 
with an initial average of all the bales# Table 24 
shows that the variation between bales was not more 
than might be expected in different samples from a
field of grass; the higher moisture content of some
might have been caused because they contained more 
grass from the outside of the staple of bales*
The bales were stacked in a Butch barn with the 
"bottoms*^ of all the bales protected from the li^it
9 3 .
by the manner of stacking# but wlti'L sides ' and ends of 
some exposed and# In the ease of the top bales# the 
top surfaoes also# One bale was taken from the 
staefe at fortnightly intervale# a sample picked from 
each surface which-had been expoeed té light and the 
hale then opened* A section# about % inches thick 
was lifted in one piece from about the middle of the 
bale and eight samples taken at points indicated in 
the diagram*
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In geaaralÿ the colour dieappeared remartebly 
q u ic k ly  from the aurfacea expoaed to  the l ig h t |  a f te r  
only two weoJiB a.omo of the aurfaoe grass v/aa atoost 
bleached of grec» oqlow* The iamplea âoaigïiatoâ 
”Top Bwface" In Table %:25 weim from & m h  gmeo# taken 
to Indio ate the mexlmmm lose- .of oolow# the cample 
**Top layer" âîioXiidoO. aome of the top aurfaoo hut 
extended to a depth of about so- that the affect of 
the bleach#, top layer was not predominant* The
carotene contente In Table 2# have been exprèsaad 
not in guantitative terms hut as a percent age relative 
to the carotene content of the hale when flra-t formed# 
it has already been shown that, in agreement with 
othei* workers# a high correlation hctwe#3% carotene 
and protein exists In fresh grass end although this 
relationship may be affected by wilting and drying# 
protein content can still be a useful comparative 
guide* Hence protein values are given for each 
Bami^l© takmi from the stored bales* fhe average of 
the values for all layers except the top surface is 
included and although tliis Is certainly not a wel#ted 
ïnean# it probably summarises gulte well the general 
trend#
The great effect of exposure to light on carotene 
is shown in the top surface simple a and to a lesser 
extent In the top layer# The bottom layers were 
virtually protected from light and any carotene change 
in them can be ascribed almost entirely to oxidative
change# It tea been suggested above that otea the 
thin oovwi-hg layer of a bale la hlaaoted the 
penetrative effeo-t ot sunlight on carotene eiiouM he 
BOiliglbla, yet m- Table 2i ahowe? Im mil bales there 
is a steady decrease of carotene from bottom to top# 
The apparent eontradietion is pmbehly explained by 
the varying density in the bale# which is greatest at 
the bottom and least at the top and sides# Pas0i% 
from the bottom to the top surface of the bale the 
amount of available oxygen increases, and over short 
periods of storage# will almost- oertainly affect the 
rate of carotene oxidation»
The moisture content had Increased appreciably 
in 10 weeks (May^Augast) and may be expected to rise 
further In the winter months# The protein contents 
of the various layers in different bales are 
remarkably uniform# It Is too early to eay whether 
the Blight increase with storage time is real or 
accidental# Boss of dry matter in stored feedihgotuf; 
has been reported by snot/ 4 If right (47) # causing on 
apparent rise in the percentage of the non*"decompcsing 
constituents and this may be manifested more clearly 
when the bales have been stored for m longer time*
(ii) The iïifluétee, .of. ,.avail^ ablQ. .oxygen. ..on. 
cgptete, 'l^ osses.#: ' '
In the control eamples mentioned -already- 
considerable loss of carotene occurred which could 
only be ascribed to oxidation by the air surrounding
9 6 .
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E f f e c t  o f  AvAiL/xauE Oa y q e n  o n  
Ca r o t e n e  C o n t e n t  o f  Q r i e d  S r a s s  
St o r e d  a t
Loss IN Ca r o te n e
T3
©  ' Quarter Elled Cah(\S^) 
A . HALF „ w <(38g)
0  = iHREE Qu a r te r s  « (57g)  
X - F ully  F ilq eü  „ (7Bg)
Vn/eeks St o r e d .
38
the parti el OB ot dried graas a‘M  in the mtored hhloa 
more carotene mm lo&t im the ioDcei*# top lacera# in 
order to Investigate whether o'mgon availability m m  
a magor factor in the amoant of carotene lost, a nmheaj» 
of IE 02* cane were filled with different \7elghts of 
dried graae, closed aiid stored at Eh% 4  The cans 
•contained 10> 08# BŸ and.86 g# of grass (givi% , 
approximately $#&#.§ and completely filled cane) 
and were analyaed at Intervala for composition of the 
headspace air and for carotene content of the dried 
grass* To ensure adequate penetration of the powder 
by the air the cans were shaken vigorously by hand 
and retifrned to the incubator in a reversed position 
every two days* Figures 16 and IT show the results
up to the end of #6 weeks storage*
Table E6 gives the results obtained over a period 
of nine months# Fig# 16 shows graphically the loss 
of carotene over this period# The loss was rapid 
for the first nine to ten weeks in all cans# with the 
quarter filled series losing most# the fully filled 
cane least and the half a M  throe#quarter filled 
cans proportionally# The data for gas composition in 
Table E6 1 ndicat.ee only partly what was occurring#
since the amount of air in the four series of cans at
the commencement of the experiment was different In 
each series# In order to know the true volume of 
air it was necessary to measure the density of th# 
grass at Homsl liquids used in pylmometry
C.am‘iot be used because of their tendency to extract
Fig. 17
C onsum ption o f  OxYG&N b y  D r ie d  g ra s s  
D u rin g  S TO raqe a t  2S"^C.
(00
OS
0 6
OXYGEN ABSORBED 
^/^.(^RASS
0 4
0*2
24 28 5632
WiEEKs St d r e o
morne oowtitrent the several
taNiala it % B  i^oüW that oouM be
m W  wtthoiit aay appwelable eagtraQt:)Lon oeewrlng* 
The#nmlt3^ of th&e éwiple of gra&e at 00%# was 0*80# 
$^ram a kaowle^lgo of # e  total volme of t w  alosaà 
aaas amâ the ^^eraehtage of la tiie air la the
ùmi^  the volamé of OK^gaa #  the, start of the 
ezrer:'r?"'t aaâ at eaeh gas analysis was wloulate& 
anâ W m e  the volnme of ©#"$## absorbed by the grass# 
Mgure IT shows this absorption in terns of the 
volame of owÊ^n ahaorboâ per Warm© of grass (Iwlng 
the period of the #;:^srlment* $he omygen available 
to eaoh gramme of grass at the start of the ssgerlmeat 
In the fear series of earn was» %mmrter*f 111$^ #*# îiî1#i 
half*"fll3,ea» 1*0 ml*, thm###arter filled* 1*1 ml* and, 
fully filled 0&S ml* tChese awves show that although 
the absorption of o#-gen by the grass le not dlreatly 
proportlozml to the volame Initially available It is 
nevertheless eoiwlderably inflaenaad by It* so that 
at the end of nine months the pereentage of carotene 
lost eorrespondlng to these volumes of Initially 
available os%ygen are 80# TB# TO and 61^ respectively*
At all times during the e%*erlmemt the amall amount 
of graas in the <^uarte%f^fllled can was aWorhlng 
more ojcygen frwi the air within the can than In any 
of the other series* oemalderlng 10 amd IT the
slmll'^^lty in shape la striking and If lose of 
carotene is correlated with volume of oxygen ahsorheâ
99.
F ig 18.
Ef f e c t o f Availability o f Oxy q e n 
ON Ca r o t e n e  loss
90 r-
Loss OF Ca r o -
TENE
(V*») ÇQ
I n i t i a l l y  A v a i la b le  Oxyg e^ n - ( 'ml ^ r a s s )
o m  gyatnme ot gra^s, taklmg half a doMem painta 
from the earvaa to #aoIi of the f e w  fllll###
it was Been that a straiglit iliie-paaOiag through the 
origin ODuId ho drawn ahout whieh auoh points are 
fairly evenly distributed# carotene la only one 
eoBStituent of dried grass whieh is likely to absorb 
oxygen under the conditions of the experiment and it le 
therefore somewhat surprising to find moîi close 
correlation? thileas some physiological details of 
the placement of the chromoplaato renders some of 
them lose available to oxidative attack than others 
it is difficult to account for the relatively large 
amounts of carotene still unattacked after nine months 
storage at 0 6 %  # in all but the fully filled cans*
If the loss of carotene Is considered in relation to 
the oxygen initially available It becomes apparent 
that even small cuantities of air in a container 
will, in five to n i m  montïia at normal temperatures 
cause appreciable losses* From Fig# 18 It can be 
seen that at 05%U, 10^ 1 carotene will be lost in lo 
to weeks if 0*1 ml* oxygen Is available pcx’ gramw 
of grass, 1 *0 * in terms of a can* filled by 40 g* 
grass, about é% oxygen. This suggested that it would 
be interesting to reduce the oxygon content of the
air surrounding grass meal to t his extent and
investigate the carotene losses resulting during atorage<
i'imniynii>ihwi
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The increase in oarWh dioxide oomehtratlon will be
dl@ouBB0â la t e r  (p * io 4 ) .
(Ill) .mmMa
m  id TiiiiWt
The teohmlgii# used la g w  pacMag 
milk powder, deaoribed by Dea, Moran & $mith (61) 
was w#d* % 0 h  top 6 os* are,#% c a m  filled with 
dried .grass poiivder were olesed with the usual do#ile 
aeamiw machine aw. a small hole, pierced in one oW#
The # m  we%w placed im .a cabinet m d  evaluated at 
% »  for 6 ml-mtes* % e  vaowA was then released 
with nltrogem to a positive pressure of 4 lb*/a%#!În* 
and the oyole repeated once more* The hregae holes 
were then g.uiokly eolderWl a W  the o a m  stored*
In this way the oxygen eontemt was reduced to about 
4^# It was deeided to investigate at the e@me time 
the effect of temperature on earotene loaa and earn 
were stored at 0, $0, 6? a W  W % *  0 a m  which had 
not %*eeeived the gas pw^Eing treatment were etored 
for Gomparlsoh at the same time$ - o m s  were removed 
at fortni#^tly imtervalB for the first four moatM 
and thereafter at longer intervale# for analysis of the 
gas eoMpositioh. within the earn and for carotene aohten1| 
of the..4ri#d grass# Table- records these valuesg 
Figs* 10 and BO show a eonparison of earotene losses 
and oxy.gen absorption rmpeetively in the nitrogen 
ai)d all» peeked earn#
The preservative effeot of the l#rt gas on the
FiGj 19.
Grass P o w d e r  St o r e d  in NiTROQEN a t
0 , 2 0 , 3 1 ,  & 5 8 "c 5 ^  M o isT U F L E .
Ca r o t e n e
Lost
Vn/e ê k s St d r e g .
Carbon/ O ioxide 58*^ 0.
Carbon Dioxide ' 37 c
>r
STORED
Fig. 20
S t d r a q e  q f  Q r ie d  Grass in A ir
20 c
3 7  C
24 3616 20 
W e e k s  St o r e o
28
58c
Carotene Lo; ;t
WEEKS StDRED
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is markoâ at mil W t
33artlonIarlgr so at the highest » % e  oaBotmie
content of g3?aos in the Mtpoipn packed came at,
20p a)!id &Y^b* after alight initial loaaes daring the 
fleet three momtha romaime.d appreciably constant 
between 90«9b, which la about the loss expected 
from conaideratlem of the initial available oxygen*
Within the range 0^67%# temperature had little 
effect; at 68%* the carotene loss In the gas packed 
cans was negligible# a aurprisimg fact more easily 
explicable considering the data for the same series 
packed in air*
fhe data relating to the air packed cans have 
several Interesting features* i*he carotene losses 
of grass meal stored at O and 80%# slowly increased 
with lengthening storage time* At both 67 and 68%* 
the losses wore very rapid initially, particularly 
in the cans at 6 8% «, where 17# carotene had bee# lost 
In ten hours* At both these higher temporatures, h0w#er, 
when 40^46# carotene had disappeared no further 
oxidation occurred, even after a ilirther:28-=weeks 
storage* If the data relating to carbon dioxide 
formation is now considered it will be ap|>^ n?0nt that 
only at 8? and 68%* were appreciable amounts generated 
Moreover# at the time whom the carotene losses in the 
grass at these two températures were fimly settled 
at 40# (18*14 weeks at 67^, U weeks at , 68%*) the 
carbon dioxide content in both series had risen to
104.
abo’ut 8#* lore _irapo.rtamt than the fommtlon of 
carbon dioxide Is the fall In oxygen content which 
had been# at these times# x>etooéû to about ^  at both 
temperatures# This again aenflrm the results already 
reported whleh showed that if the available oxygen 
W  reduced .by any means to a figure of the order of 
0*1 ml* per grammo of grass the loss of carotene will 
be small# at raoat not more than 10#,# In the air^ 
packed cans this reduction was obtaimd partly at the 
expense of the carotene but as soon as it had been 
achieved no more carotene was oxidised# As Mitchell# 
aohenk & King (66) accidentally showed# if the 
contW.nor is opened from time to time bo that the 
carbon dioxide ie lost and frasLiair introduced#' the 
carotene losses are progressive# fhis explains trîîy 
":he wide range of storage"'teEiperaturea in the gas* 
packed series had'little effect# because after a 
very short time the available oxygen'"had fallen 
below 0*1 mlf/g* and in the abac W e  of sufficient 
(oxygen the carotene was stable over the range 0 68%,
It may be apposite at this point to return 
briefly to the safles of oane of grass containing 
different mmunts of air. #rom Table B6 it will be 
seen that only in the fully filled cans had formation 
of carbon dioxide risen high enough-to lower the 
available oxygen content to this (arbitrarily chosen) 
figure of 0*1 grass# eonseuuently at the end of
nine months the carotene losses were still rising#
It le Interesting to speculate aeurae of
the chemical oh&&g6& which rgau&t in the oomp&a&tlc 
reeor&%&& starting from the aeeumpt&en th&t a# e#&
product of #e#a#otem# oxidation is geiomomo and that 
all the rowmimi-mg oarWm atoms- ultimately form 
oarhon dioxide as in the following systems#
c m
I molecule
■0‘
0
m .
m m # *
%® Y
Ho
4*
I’
*un » vm*è”® # 0ïi«oiï * ei.ô"'% OS ** 0 iAôs.
a
H.
% 0
H«0 0
'S
0 * 0H « OH -0 » 0 + 04AB«i
5
0
a
1
0
àmmm &4 GOg + %KgO
it ùixn he oaioulatad that 1 mg*, carotene thus, oxidised 
requ ires 0*79 ml# and lib e ra te s  ##BB ml* 08^
If any of the data eeagerniBg oxygen absorption Is 
gonaidered it e&n he shown that in no ease does the
105.
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Fig- 21
CoOLiNg Ra t e o f St o r -e o  
B A gs Co n t a i n i n g  D r i e d Q rass
DA(q N -
W A LL
BAg N^8
FLOOR
DAg. No i8
1 T e m p e r a t u r e  o f  St o r e
STORAGE 1ÎM E (  HRS )
axrg©B taken up W  the carotene mooomit om % M $  basis 
for mow0 than about of tlia total removed fpom
the air In the earn* bvob if the Qüwm ot the ra&otlob
of omotom oxidation is vwtly different from that 
biiggoatoci# am wolX it may bo# it doom not appear likely 
alone to aoooimt ■ for all the oxygen absorbed and some 
of it will be Mkon. up by the highly unsaturataâ fatty 
acids of the liplm present (#) in the graoa* until , 
there is more knowledge of the bi*oaMovm prodwta 
of carotene further ap-aoulation ia probably unprofitable^# 
(iv) l4|a m û  ■ ,1-fee
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(âffmct. on p ar#t#hp : cpnt#%, 
it was noticed that during a day^a drying In 
which fifty to sixty ëê lb* bags may be etacked togotheaj* 
in mi enclosed place# the rate at which come of the 
more centrally placed bags cooled was very slow* 
jsing a tliermienlc reàiatance*^type of temperature 
measuring instrument# the temperature of the, grass 
inside three bags in a stack of 20 bags# arra%Cd four 
deep in a single row_.nf ,five# was measured* The bags 
in which the temparaturea was recorded wore at the top# 
bottom ancl middle of the stack#- The top bag had one 
aide cooled by the air# the bottom bag Imd o m  aide 
cooled by a concrete floor while the centre bag was 
îjîurrolanded on all sides except at the mouth* figure 21 
s'a record of the rate of cooling and Table 28 shows 
ihe carotene content of the grass at the centre of the 
three bags at the time when the temperature within the
107.
Table 28,
Effect of oqollng rate on carotene o.oat^ n-t*
I Position : Umu . temperature ! Pays to reach j 0 arc tone Content
' pfvHag i reeora# ( q.).... air temperature.. (msk^g. dTO.-wt.,).
Bottom
i Miaaie
: '
I Top
27
60
61
5
239
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bag had reacliod that of tfeo air Im the store# within 
the acouracy of the determination there was mo 
apprsoiable dlfferanoe im the eareterne domtomts of the 
grass %n the throe b m #  at the start of the 
and# as o m  he seem from the table# the oemtre hag 
had mot suffered from being held for two days above 
20%,
The data presented In fart 4 deal with problems 
arising from the preparation of dried grass# its 
storage and preservation#
Partial drying-In the field# or wilting# has an 
économie signiflehhAe hat 1b umfortnnataly associated 
with high losses in carotene and these# as might be 
expected# are greater in warm snmy weather#, from 
the results of the wilting trials It is suggmted that 
field wilting for more than 1^2 hours causes too great 
a loss of carotene if a dried grass high in this 
constituent la desired#
The losses in carotene in freshly out .#)ass are - 
partly due to ensymes present in the plant tissues# a 
theory first proposed toy llauge and Altkenhead (24) 
and later confirmed by Hangs (86) and cMiltoorf (BO)» 
Waugh (64)# however# suggested that In addition to 
eneymatle systems present 8omsmn^w*symatic destrmtioiji 
also occurs* Mitchell and Hangs (67) shewed that 
the carotene destroying system in alfalfa was a
109
lipoxldase, and that the enspm eouM be imctivmted 
by heat# The degree of inactivation waa shown to be 
a function of time and temperature# complete 
destruction being effected between 90 and 100%* 
within ten aecoMSi It can be m & n  from the results 
presented here that prolonged field drying, even 
under unfavourable weather conditions # may destroy 
as much as 60fl of the carotene with correopondlngly 
greater looses under brighter conditions» These 
obaervatlom are In agreement with those of #reenhlll(i 
and Fagan and Ashton (12)*
Ruaeell ( 4 8 )  found that artificially dried 
alfalfa in addition to retaining its colour# contained 
seven times aa much vitamin à m  the leaves from 
hay naturally dried* In the present work digeetibilltjy 
trials have not been carried out* but it la of interest 
to #mte the important results of Watson and Ferguson 
(09) f 'These authors found that the digeatibility 
and feeding vclue of artificially dried grass was of 
a h i #  order and compared well with that of fresh 
grass but that too high a temperature of drying 
reduced the digestibility of the final product*
In the present trials comparing a commercial and 
laboratory drier very little dlffereme in the carotene 
values of the dried grass was found* The slightly 
higher loss in the grass dried in the laboratory 
may have been due to the larger volume of air passing 
through it but the results in general# agree well with
those found by Wataon (#) » fMlst the plarit 
material Is losing molature it ie likely that the 
carotene leasee will be very low because the evaporatlt 
of water prevents the cell structure of the grass from 
reaching the temperature of tîia drying air# W t  
if the grass remains in the drier for any length 
of time when toy# a rapid loss of green colour ensues 
and the carotene la almost entirely lost#
The three-ply brown paper bags used commeroially 
for dried grass have been shown to he capable of 
preventing any loss of carotene due to light although 
BO doubt other ligiit«^ti#t material would be equally 
suitable# Eon and Thompson (SG) have, shown timt there 
was no difference in carotene losses when either 
paper or jute bags were used# In the present work 
even when the dried grass either in the form of powder 
or bales was unprotected from sunlight, only a thin 
surface layer was bleached# It Is of interest in 
this CDimection# that the effect of ultra violet 
light on the carotene in dried grass has been shown 
to be negligible by both Hauge and Altkenhead (24)# 
and Guilbert (BO)# Nevertheless even after ten 
weeks# at normal temperatures considerable losses of 
carotene in the baled grass had occurred# particularly 
in the looser parts of the bales# which can only be thç 
result of atmospheric oxidation# These résulta are 
supported by Watson*s (67) obBorvations that storage 
under pressure reduced the carotene losses in dried
110
grass# Eaiie and Sliiinn (29) found iosBos to the 
extent of 6$^#$ during Bimmer months ant Smith (45) 
reported that baled lucerne hay lost 60^ 1 of its vitamin 
A potency during storage from âugaét to November# 
whereas during the winter months negligible ameuntB 
were lost* Wleeman# Kane and Gary (##) ealeulateci 
that ê#b)t per month was last during summer menthe# 
at mean daily temperatures of 70%* from haled 
alfalfa# onilhert (so) stated that temperature was 
the most important factor in carotene loss from dried 
forage and that etorage at 0 %  prevented the loss#
Wall & Kelly (06) dealing with alfalfa meal and 
carotene extracts found over the temperature range 
of 0%* to 67%# maximum Iosbob at 07 #0^ and minimum 
losses at 5%. # Button (10) dealing: with dehydrated 
carrots stored at 96^ and 120%* in 0#^ found negligihl 
losses in carotene and Buggeated that partial 
destruction of carotene at elevated temperatures 
created conditions unfavourable to further oxidation* 
Halverson and Hart (BÊ), however* are of the opinion 
that the chief factor in the preservation of carotene , 
in dried grass is a restoration of more rapid 
respiratory enayme action, with utilisation of oxygen 
and fomation of 00^* They also elated that more 
destruction of the carotene oxidising engyme lihdlidas^ 
would not lead to carotene preservation unless oxygen 
was excluded# This seems the more likely explanation# 
and it has been found in the present work that
111
e
Increased availability of oxygam materially assistB 
the destruction of oarotem in stored dried ■ grass 
althou^i the aoBsiimptlon of oxygen'Was not directly 
proportional either to o are tone lo-so or oxygen 
availability# Hoffman (86) found that in omns' of 
alfalfa oontalnlng air# 87# of the carotene was lost li 
112 days# whilst meal etored in atmospMres containing 
94#7# %%ltrogen and oxygen, and nitrogen
and OfSfi oxygen over the same period only # and 0*4# 
carotene were lest* He also found that carbon 
dioxide prevented carotene less and that the permiseibi 
oxygen content of the storage atmoepher# at the start 
of the storage period should ba about B#«. The present 
work confirms these results bat would fix the lower 
limit of oxygen content at ##1 mk/g* of dried grass* 
Any process which materially reduces the oxygen 
content of the container will asBiafe in carotene 
preservation*
Taylor ih Russell (49) found that little loss 
oeewred in alfalfa meal kept at low tem:peraturês 
and preseurea whereas storage in the dark at noi%al 
temperature and prassure resulted In h i #  losses#
111 conclusion it may be stated that, although 
commerciaily difficult to apply, storage conditions 
for dried grass In which a high carotene content'lls 
desired should be as. near 0 % *  as possible, with some 
provision made for reducing the available oxygen, alt he 
by compression or gas packing# and should offer 
reasonable protection from light*
1 1 2 .
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From the eecilon It would @#pear that
the following oonclualMs may he toawh*
(1) FieM wilting m\âm c o n # l e m  favcurahlo to 
1008 0f meietur# will cause great loss of carotene* 
particularly when the .maiatwe la loot mainly ae a 
result ot hot rnmm^ weather rather than wind#
(2) Ciraae dried umdor correct working eondltiens on 
a moving belt type of eommeralal maehlw ehoald oontali|L 
not lees than ### of the earotehe content of the fresh 
graee*
(3) ineraaaing the length of drying time above thirty' 
minutes at temperatures below 160% * or above 1O#*10 
minutes at 1#6 # 17#% * will aaaae ooheiderahle less 
of earotmie$'. as much m- being lost after 4§ 
minutes at l # % #
{4} friple*pl|T brown paper huge should prevent any 
loss of carotene by photoehamleal action* Iï% baled 
dried grass only a thin earfaCe laym^ la likely to 
lose earotene because o-f expeeure to a unllght, 
although air oxidation will earnse progressive losses 
as storage time Imreases#
(5) In any closed container# if less than o*% ml» of 
oxygen per grmme of toied grass is available, tWre 
will be mo appreelable loss of oarotsue; above'
##1 ml*/g. the losses will iwrease with oxygen 
availability# This be rapid during the first 
three months at normal temperatures am# may
114.
ultimately amount to 80# of the original earetew
oomtamt*
(0) Eadudtitm of the oxygen content of a dried 
grass oomtaimer helot 0*1 mk/g* till preserve the 
carotene content Indefinitely*
(?) H I #  storage temperatnree will, in the ahseme 
Qf an Inert: atmosphère, lead to inereaeed tom of 
Carotene#
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